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Integration of large-scale renewable energy sources brings new challenges to 
power system operation due to their high intermittency. This thesis aims to address 
two main issues arising from renewable energy integration, namely, how to efficiently 
assess system reliability, and how to optimally utilize energy storage systems.  
Simulation methods based on Latin Hypercube sampling are proposed for 
reliability analysis of power systems with renewable energy sources. They are able to 
explicitly incorporate the correlations among time-varying system load and renewable 
generation in order to achieve accurate reliability indices. Moreover, accelerated state 
evaluation methods are proposed for composite system reliability analysis. They can 
accommodate a computational challenge related to repeatedly calculating optimal 
power flow problems. Their main advantage over conventional approaches is that the 
computing efficiency is greatly improved without affecting solution accuracy.   
Energy storage systems (ESS) are commonly applied to manage the variability of 
renewable generation. This thesis has developed some solutions to the optimal 
utilization of ESS in large-scale grid-connected renewable power plants. A stochastic 
programming model is proposed to determine the optimal size for ESS considering a 
trade-off between investment cost and operational return. A stochastic dynamic 
programming framework is then proposed to provide ESS optimal operation policy. 
The proposed framework allows ESS operation to be highly adaptive to uncertainties 
in renewable production and can serve as a guideline for real-time renewable energy 
management with ESS.  
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
This chapter provides some background and brief reviews for the research 
presented in subsequent chapters, and then states the main contributions followed by 
an outline of this thesis. 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
Over the years, electric power systems are undergoing continuous changes to 
cope with the rapid growth in electricity consumption [1]. They become more 
complex with the growing number of electric utilities and grid interconnections; 
meanwhile, they encounter more stress in transmission network with the increase of 
load demand. More importantly, a transformation from conventional fossil fuels 
toward renewable energy sources has taken place for more sustainable and economic 
manner of power supply. As power plants such as wind and solar are continuously 
integrated into grids to reach a considerable penetration level [2]-[4], their intermittent 
outputs would inevitably bring new operational challenges to the existing systems 
[5]-[7]. The abovementioned adjustments in modern power systems require further 
considerations in system reliability, capacity planning and grid operation at the levels 
of power generation, transmission and distribution.  
Power system reliability is an important consideration for system planning and 
operation [8]-[11]. It indicates the ability of providing adequate electric services in 
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long term taking systemic uncertainties into account. Reliability analysis is 
particularly important for systems under conditions such as overloading and high 
renewable penetrations, which imply additional uncertainties in system operation [7]. 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a useful technique for reliability analysis [8]-[11]. It 
offers good flexibility for handling complex operating conditions and arbitrary 
uncertainty models [11]-[13]. With this feature, MC simulation is able to assess 
systems with a huge number of components, especially when temporal dependencies 
among time-varying variables are to be incorporated.  
For power system reliability analysis with MC simulation, to ensure good 
solution accuracy, there is a need to properly model and incorporate the correlations 
among time-varying variables such as load demand and renewable generations [14]. 
Typically for systems including wind and solar energy, both renewable generating 
capacities and load demand are heavily dependent on time and weather conditions. 
These time-dependent variables, by nature, would possess certain degree of 
correlations; as a result, the independent assumption among them is no longer 
applicable, since it may induce considerable bias in reliability index estimations [14] 
and will consequently affect decision-making. This consideration motivates an issue 
addressed in this thesis – the development of reliability simulation methods that 
accurately incorporate the correlations among load and renewable energy sources. 
Besides accuracy, computational efficiency is another important performance 
indicator for power system reliability simulation. Particularly, a challenge arises from 
computing composite generation and transmission systems [11], which are of high 
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complexity due to the involvement of transmission network. A major computing 
burden is the state evaluation process that requires power flow analysis and dominates 
the total simulation time. Another issue is the enlarged sample space with the 
probabilistic modeling of transmission lines, whose outages would lead to load-loss, 
especially under high transmission stress with growing load demand. To overcome the 
computing challenge in composite system analysis, one approach is to reduce the 
sample size using pseudo-chronological simulation methods [15]-[17] or variance 
reduction techniques [16], [18], [19]; another approach can be accelerating the state 
evaluation process [20], which is explicitly addressed in this thesis. 
To some degree, power system reliability can be affected by large-scale 
integration of renewable energy sources [21]-[23]. This is due to their high 
uncertainties in availability and variability, unlike the conventional generators that are 
highly dispatchable. Renewable generation integration may also lead to a problem of 
transmission congestion [24]-[26], where the renewable energy sources have to be 
disconnected from the grid for congestion relief, resulting in some excess energy 
discarded. To address the challenges due to renewable energy integration, 
transmission system upgrade is a viable approach. In addition, improved forecast 
technologies can also be helpful, but forecast errors may still cause some operational 
problems. An alternative approach is the use of energy storage system (ESS) [27]-[29]. 
Through timely charging and discharging, ESS can be controlled to alleviate the 
variability of renewable productions according to grid requirements.  
With technology maturity, storages such as batteries, compressed air, flywheels 
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and capacitors are viable options widely applied to manage renewable generation [25], 
[30], [31]. The storage functionalities can vary depending on specific purposes of 
different users. System operators usually apply ESS for reliability improvement [21], 
[22], [32], ancillary services [24], [25], [33], [34], and transmission support [24], [25], 
[35]. On the other hand, renewable energy producers can consider ESS for capacity 
firming and energy time-shifting [24], [36], [37].  
In all of the ESS applications, how to appropriately utilize ESS is of great 
importance, considering there should be an optimal trade-off between ESS costs and 
benefits. This consideration involves several decision-making problems, such as 
finding suitable storage technology [31], determining right storage sizing [33], [38], 
[39], and making successful day-to-day operation strategies [33], [37], [40], [41]. 
Specifically, suitable sizing in terms of storage energy capacity and power capacity, 
have to be predetermined at installation phase; and subsequently, for an installed 
storage, its daily operation will then be scheduled considering a balance between 
operating cost and return. Moreover, for both sizing and operation problems, it is 
important to incorporate the uncertainties of renewable energy sources. As their 
unpredictable behaviors may have significant influences on planning solutions, they 
will need to be explicitly characterized to ensure an acceptable solution quality.  
This thesis is intended to address the abovementioned consideration focusing on 
an ESS application for wind energy time-shifting. Coupled with grid-connected wind 
power plants, ESS is used to timely shift the wind generation according to fluctuating 
electricity price such that the profitability from wind production can be strengthened. 
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The research seeks to address two problems including optimal ESS sizing and optimal 
ESS operation, considering the uncertainties in wind power outputs and electricity 
prices. The sizing problem is modeled as a long-term investment problem [42], while 
the operation problem is developed as a sequential decision-making model providing 
an adaptive short-term operation plan [43]. 
In addition to wind energy time-shifting, ancillary services [24], [25], [33] and 
renewable utilization enhancement [24] are identified as two important applications of 
ESS. Ancillary services are performed in an immediate time scale to achieve a balance 
between electric supply and demand for good power quality. Storage options such as 
batteries, with very fast response ability, can be used to provide these services. When 
large-scale renewable energy is incorporated into systems with limited transmission 
capacity, its dispatch might be greatly restricted since a considerable proportion of 
renewable energy has to be curtailed under transmission congestion. Large bulk 
energy storages can be used to enhance renewable utilization by storing the curtailed 
energy and discharging it back to grids for later use when transmission system is less 
stressed. In this thesis, the use of ESS is illustrated for applications of ancillary 
services and renewable utilization enhancement, respectively.  
1.2 Objectives and Contributions 
The objective of this thesis is to develop simulation tools for power system 
reliability analysis including renewable energy sources, and to provide energy storage 
system solutions for renewable energy integration. The main contributions of this 
thesis are fivefold including:  
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 Proposal of simulation techniques for reliability analysis of power systems 
including renewable energy sources, with an emphasis on the fluctuations of 
system load and intermittent behaviors of renewable generation such as wind and 
solar. The developed methods properly incorporate the correlations among 
time-varying load and renewable generations; they are able to achieve accurate 
reliability indices with good computing efficiency. They can be used to provide 
reliability benchmarks for power system planning with the consideration of 
certain renewable penetration levels. 
 Proposal of methods with enhanced computing efficiency for composite power 
system reliability assessment, with a focus on designing a new state evaluation 
algorithm. The proposed methods are able to overcome the computational 
challenge originally arising from composite system analysis; they can serve as a 
tool to help system planners in determining comprehensive reliability indices for 
transmission grids of high complexity and large size. 
 Proposal of a stochastic programming framework for an optimal sizing problem 
of energy storage system applied for grid-connected wind power plants. This 
analysis can be used to provide accurate solutions in determining optimal storage 
investment in the face of uncertainties naturally involved in stochastic wind 
generation and electric prices.  
 Proposal of an optimal strategy for hourly ESS operation to achieve wind energy 
time-shifting effect for profit maximization. A stochastic dynamic programming 
(SDP) framework is adopted to formulate this problem and address the challenge 
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of sequential decision-making under uncertainties over the time horizon. The 
SDP-based policy enables ESS operational decisions to be highly adaptive 
according to the hour-by-hour realizations of wind power and electric price. It 
can help the renewable power producers to optimally manage their generations 
with the use of ESS. 
 Analysis of operating ESS for two additional applications - ancillary services and 
renewable utilization enhancement. The first application is based on multiple 
time-scale operation of ESS, which provides ancillary services (AS) in 
instantaneous time scale and wind energy time-shifting in hourly time scale. The 
provision of AS to the main grid is demonstrated to bring significant growth of 
profit from coupling ESS with wind power plants. The second application is 
based on an economic dispatch problem for transmission systems with large-scale 
wind generation. With ESS, the excess wind energy can be stored in transmission 
congestion and discharged to the grid later with less transmission stress. A 
stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) framework is employed for this problem, 
where system uncertainties and power flows are incorporated. The achieved SDP 
policy provides optimal solutions for ESS operation and generation dispatch; 
these solutions are highly adaptive to the uncertainties from wind and load. This 
policy can allow transmission system operators to effectively enhance their 
renewable integration and reduce total operation cost. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
Chapter II presents new simulation methods for power system reliability analysis 
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in the context of recent developments in renewable energy integration. Chapter III 
proposes improvements for simulation approaches used for composite power system 
reliability assessment. Chapter IV and Chapter V discuss optimization problems 
involving the utilization of energy storage system to manage intermittent renewable 
generation. Specifically, Chapter IV discusses an optimal storage sizing problem 
based on a stochastic programming model, and Chapter V proposes an optimal 
operation strategy of storage using a stochastic dynamic programming framework. 















CHAPTER II: NON-SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION 
METHODS FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF POWER 
SYSTEMS WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 
2.1 Introduction 
The increasing cost and environmental impact of conventional electric power 
systems have brought considerable attention to utilization of renewable generation. As 
energy sources such as solar and wind are rapidly integrated into the existing systems, 
their penetration levels are continuously increasing. For reliability analysis of the 
overall systems, it is necessary to incorporate these renewable sources into the 
conventional generation system. In particular, both renewable generation and system 
load demand are considered as time dependent since they fluctuate hourly, daily and 
seasonally. Among them, certain degree of correlations may exist such that the 
independent assumption is no longer applicable. Thus, there is a need to properly 
incorporate their correlations to ensure accurate reliability indices. 
Analytical methods and simulation methods [8], [44] are the main two 
approaches for power systems reliability analysis. With analytical approaches, 
references [45]-[47] present generation adequacy assessment of systems including 
renewable generation. Clustering algorithm is applied [46], [47] to incorporate the 
correlation between load and renewable generation. For systems with higher 
complexity, analytical methods become less practical and Monte Carlo simulation 
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methods are preferred as their efficiency does not depend on either the size or 
complexity of the system. MC simulation can be realized by sequential sampling (SS) 
or non-sequential sampling [8]. SS simulates component states based on their 
transition probabilities and can simply include the correlation between random 
variables by sampling in chronological order [48], [49]. However, when compared 
with non-sequential sampling, SS usually requires longer time to reach convergence 
since the process implies that any two consecutive samples differ by only one state 
component.  
Non-sequential sampling, known as random sampling (RS), performs sampling 
according to probability distributions. A method called pseudo-sequential sampling 
[17] is proposed to preserve chronological characteristic of system load by performing 
RS for system states and SS for sub-sequence states associated with failures. In [50], a 
non-sequential method is proposed for system well-being analysis based on multilevel 
non-aggregated Markov model. RS has recently been used for power systems with 
renewable sources [51], [52]. Particularly, correlated RS technique [13] is proposed to 
generate states of correlated bus loads assuming that all the loads are normally 
distributed. In addition, RS using regression functions [53] is presented as a suitable 
technique to sample pairs of correlated variables with any types of distributions. Even 
though the performance of RS is not affected by system size or complexity, the 
simulation may take long time to converge for systems with high reliability level.  
To facilitate the convergence, variance reduction techniques are employed, such 
as importance sampling (IS), conditional Monte Carlo, control variates, antithetic 
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variates and stratified sampling [54]. IS modifies the distribution functions of 
variables to allow the rare events - loss of load - to occur more frequently and hence 
reduce the variance of estimator [55], [56]. Conditional MC uses an unbiased 
estimator that has a reduced variance to replace the original estimator [16]. Control 
variates and antithetic variates [18] achieve variance reduction by manipulating a 
correlated variable that has the same mean value but lower variance. Although the 
methods above reduce sample size and simulation time, they alter the probability 
distributions of the estimator. Stratified sampling [57] groups states into mutually 
exclusive strata before sampling to improve the representativeness of samples, but it 
may become difficult to identify appropriate stratification criterion.  
Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) is an integration of stratified and random 
sampling [58]. It samples states from the entire distributions of random variables and 
produces more stable and precise estimates than those produced by MC sampling with 
the same sample size [59]. When applied in power system analysis, LHS is 
demonstrated to obtain reliability indices more accurately than MC sampling [60]. It 
should be noted that reference [60] does not consider correlation among random 
variables.  
The correlation between random variables can be introduced during the LHS 
process that rearranges the samples to form pairs with desired correlation level. This 
process is known as rank correlation [61]. LHS with rank correlation technique is 
effective to generate sampling matrix that has the correlation structure rather close to 
the target correlation matrix [59]. Reference [62] applies LHS with a technique called 
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Cholesky Decomposition to minimize the correlation between samples of independent 
random variables in probabilistic power flow.  
To investigate the reliability of power systems effectively as well as incorporate 
the correlation between load and renewable generation accurately, this chapter 
proposes four LHS methods. Compared with MC methods, the proposed methods are 
shown to be more efficient and accurate for obtaining reliability indices. We carry out 
the analysis on two single-area systems. The first system is based on Electric 
Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) [63] with its wind generation in year 2008, and 
the second one is IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE RTS) [64] with the PV 
generation from MIT Weather Station in 2009.  
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the use of a 
conventional MC sequential sampling method for incorporating correlations among 
renewable generation and system load. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 presents MC 
random sampling methods and LHS methods, respectively, for power systems 
reliability analysis with renewable energy sources. Section 2.5 shows the performance 
of each method with case studies. Finally, a summary is given in Section 2.6.   
2.2 Incorporating Correlations among Load and Renewable 
Generations 
In MC simulation, the generation sources are divided into two groups. The first 
group is the conventional generation  , which is sampled independently. The second 
group is the renewable generation   , which has certain degree of correlation with 
system load  . The system load and renewable generating capacity need to be 
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sampled according to their correlation. The total generation will then be found from 
combining conventional and renewable generation.  
In MC sequential sampling, the fluctuations of renewable generation    and 
load   can be simply accommodated chronologically with time. As such, their 
correlations can be well preserved and incorporated into the sampled system states. 
In MC random sampling, any two consecutive system states are sampled 
independently. Hence, the patterns of    and   are not considered chronologically, 
and in this case, the correlation between    and   needs to be incorporated through 
appropriately pairing their sampled values. This section reviews three MC random 
sampling methods, namely, load duration (LD) method, linear regression (LR) method, 
and joint probability (JP) method. In the following, these methods are briefly 
discussed on how correlations are included in sampling procedure. Further details can 
be seen in [53], [65] and [66]. Next to these methods, four LHS methods are then 
proposed. The first three LHS methods select correlated pairs of renewable generation 
and load simultaneously, while the last one applies a rank correlation concept to 
induce correlation levels.  
2.3 Monte Carlo Random Sampling Methods 
2.3.1 Load Duration Method 
Load duration method assumes that all the equal time intervals have the same 
probability of occurrence [65]. The historical pairs of load and renewable values 
corresponding to time intervals are preserved in advance. Time interval   is 
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randomly selected, and then its corresponding state        for load and renewable 
generation will be taken as a system state for reliability evaluation. If the number of 
time intervals is  , the probability of sampling interval   can be found as:  
     
 
 
           (2.1) 
2.3.2 Linear Regression Method 
Linear regression function is utilized to describe the relationship among 
correlated random variables. The function can be expressed as a straight line or 
polynomial function. Let   and   be correlated random variables, their dependency 
can be described as a function        in (2.2). The sampling can be done from 
variable  , and variable   can be found from the function.   
         (2.2) 
This chapter considers both simple linear regression (SLR) and multiple linear 
regression (MLR) function. The regression functions for both cases are given in (2.3) 
and (2.4): 
                      (2.3) 
               
        
                   (2.4) 
where   is the number of observations,        are constants and    is 
independently normally distributed random error          
  . 
The estimate values of    for both functions are given by (2.5) and (2.6) 
respectively. Using least square method, the estimates of         are obtained 
when sum of square residuals, given in (2.7), is minimized. 
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           (2.5) 
               
        
 
 (2.6) 
       
 
 
   
         
 
 
   
 (2.7) 
In this analysis, simple linear and multiple linear regression functions are 
computed before the simulation is conducted. Note that random error associated with 
the regression model is assumed to be normally distributed with mean of 0 and 
variance of   
 , which is estimated as: 
   
  
   
 
       
 (2.8) 
where         is the degrees of freedom, and particularly for simple linear 
regression,    . To improve accuracy, the random error     is also incorporated in 
the sampling process.  
The steps of regression method are in the following: 
Step 0: For load   and renewable generation   , using regression analysis, estimate 
expression          to express   as a function of    and calculate the 
variance of estimation error    
 .  
Step 1: Randomly sample states of conventional generators and find total generating 
capacity  . 
Step 2: Randomly generate a level of   , recorded as    . 
Step 3: Calculate             .   
Step 4: Independently generate an error term           
   and find the predicted 
value for system load by           . 
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Step 5: Use the pair             as a system state for reliability evaluation. 
Alternatively, the regression function can be employed to describe renewable 
generation value as a function of load value. 
2.3.3 Joint Probability Method 
Joint probability table [66] can be used to describe the correlation between load 
and renewable generation. Random variables are observed simultaneously in each 
time interval to build joint probability table. The joint probability mass function is 
calculated by: 
                  
                                 
                             
 (2.9) 
where                        ,     and    are certain levels of 
renewable generation    and load  , respectively. 
When the probability of each combination is estimated, the resultant joint 
probability table can be used for subsequent sampling process.  
2.4 Proposed Latin Hypercube Sampling Methods 
In random sampling (RS) process, random numbers uniformly distributed over [0, 
1] are generated to find samples for random variables from their probability 
distributions. The simulation quality will depend on the representativeness of samples. 
With a limited number of samples, random sampling may not guarantee that the 
whole distribution is well covered, and thus lead to inadequate representativeness. 
LHS is developed as a combination of stratified and random sampling to improve 
simulation quality without altering distributions of random variables [58]. The main 
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idea of LHS is to control sampled values such that they may cover the whole 
distributions of variables as much as possible. The specific process of LHS is 
illustrated in Figure 2.1. A cumulative distribution function F(x) of a random variable 
x is divided into n intervals with equal probability of 1/n. Within each interval [(i-1)/n, 
i/n], i=1,…,n, a random value (i-U(0,1))/n is selected and substituted into the inverse 
function F
-1
((i-U(0,1))/n) to generate a sample xi of variable x.  
It is noted that there are no repeated samples in LHS for a random variable, as 
one sample is drawn from one interval without replacement. In contrast, the samples 
produced by RS are all independent and thus repeatable. As such, LHS yields samples 
of better representativeness than RS by ensuring a wider coverage of the entire 
distribution. In other words, LHS can yield the same quality of representativeness 
using fewer samples, and therefore, achieve convergence faster than RS.   
 
Figure 2.1 Illustration of LHS Process 
 















values of a random variable will be randomly permutated with those of other variables 
to form permutation vectors, which are then used to create system states [60], [61].  
The flow chart in Figure 2.2 shows implementation of the proposed LHS 
methods considering renewable generation and system load as correlated random 
variables. As seen in Figure 2.2, the convergence criterion of an estimate is described 
by coefficient of variation (COV) in (2.10). Converged results are found when the 
COV is below a threshold,  , commonly ranging between 0.025 and 0.05. In our 
analysis, this criterion is applied both in MC sequential and non-sequential 
simulations. 
    
           
     
 
 
     
 
      
  
 (2.10) 
where       is the estimator of expectation of index function  .  
It should be pointed out that computer storage requirement of LHS is basically 
affected by two factors. One is the probability distribution functions of random 
variables be constructed prior to sampling; the other is the memory required by LHS 
matrix to be stored during sampling [60]. The proposed LHS methods require extra 
memory space of size     for the two correlated variables, where   is the sample 
size of each batch. In this application, the matrix size is not significant and the gain 





Figure 2.2 Flow Chart of Implementation of Proposed LHS Approach 
The second step of generating   pairs of states for   and    in Figure 2.2 is 
described separately in the following, where four methods are proposed. The first 
three methods, namely, LHS with load duration (LHS_LD), LHS with linear 
regression (LHS_LR) and LHS with joint probability (LHS_JP), are corresponding to 
Initiate stopping rule by setting   
Initiate number of total samples     
Specify sample size   in each batch 
Generate   pairs of states for   and    
                    using proposed LHS methods 
Set number of samples in a batch     
Randomly choose states of conventional generators 
Combine generating capacity and record as     
Yes 
No 
           
For           in a batch, update total 
generating capacity                 
Use              as a system state for reliability 
evaluation, and obtain indices              
 
        
Calculate/Update       and     
No 
Yes 




each of the abovementioned MC random sampling methods, respectively. The last 
method - LHS with rank correlation (LHS_RC), integrates the correlation of interest 
through a pairing process based on rank correlation matrixes. 
2.4.1 Latin Hypercube Sampling with Load Duration 
Instead of random sampling, the state of time interval is selected using LHS. 
Compared with MC random sampling, the entire time intervals should be selected 
evenly and more efficiently. The case studies in the next section will reflect this 
advantage through performance comparisons.   
2.4.2 Latin Hypercube Sampling with Linear Regression 
A linear regression function between system load and renewable generations is 
evaluated. Either load or renewable generation state is sampled using LHS. The error 
term          
   is also independently sampled. Both simple linear regression 
(LHS_SLR) and multiple linear regression (LHS_MLR) functions are considered. 
2.4.3 Latin Hypercube Sampling with Joint Probability 
This method utilizes conditional probability concept to sample a pair of load and 
renewable generation. A load level is selected as     using LHS, and then a 
generation level     is to be selected randomly according to the conditional 
probability function in (2.11).  
                  
                                
                         
 (2.11) 
where                       
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2.4.4 Latin Hypercube Sampling with Rank Correlation 
Correlations between random variables can be integrated in LHS by rank 
correlation matrix (LHS_RC) during the pairing process. Cholesky Decomposition is 
used to first minimize the correlation between the samples of two variables. The 
desired level of correlation is then incorporated. The detailed procedures of rank 
correlation approach in LHS are as follows.  
Step 0: Find correlation matrix    between   and    
Step 1: With defined sample size  , LHS is applied to   and   , obtaining states 
        and           to form the sampling matrix  : 
   
          
             
  (2.12) 
Step 2: Generate a ranking matrix   by random permutation, where the first and 
second rows represent rankings for sampled states of   and   , respectively.  
   
             
             
  (2.13) 
Note that the elements in   are integers. 
Step 3: Minimize the correlation between the rows of matrix   by Cholesky 
Decomposition of its correlation matrix    given in (2.14). The correlation 
induced by random permutation is then removed causing matrix   in (2.15) 
to be an identity correlation matrix. 
       
  (2.14) 
       (2.15) 
where   is a lower triangular matrix obtained by decomposing    . In this 
case, elements in   are no longer necessarily integers. 
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Step 4: The desired correlation    given by (2.16) is imposed to   using (2.17).  
         
  (2.16) 
                
     (2.17) 
where    is a lower triangular matrix obtained by decomposing    , and 
        is the updated matrix with desired correlation matrix    . Similar to 
matrix  , the elements in         may not necessarily be integers. 
Step 5: Update matrix   to         according to         by rearranging the rows 
in   to have the same ranking order as the corresponding rows in       . 
Step 6: Update sampling matrix   to         according to         by rearranging 
the rows in   to have the same ranking order as the corresponding rows in 
       . The pairs of states in         are used as system states for 
reliability evaluation.   
In the implementation, simulation is performed by generating the elements of   
according to (2.18). 
      
   
          
 
  (2.18) 
where     in   is the  
    rank number in     row,        is an uniformly sampled 
value within [0,1], and   
      is the inverse cumulative distribution function of   
or   , whose sampled states are in the  
   row.     
The correlation matrixes of        ,         and         are represented by 
         ,           and          , respectively. It should be noted that           
is not equal but close to          , and similarly,           is not equal but close to 
         , where             . This means that           and    are consistent 
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but not equal as the bias is caused by transformation from         to        .  
2.5 Case Studies 
This chapter conducts two case studies to evaluate performances of the proposed 
simulation methods according to different renewable energy sources. Different 
sources such as wind and solar produce various levels of correlation with system load. 
Solar energy can only be generated during daytime which coincides with the time 
when system load reaches its peak. This implies strong positive correlation between 
solar and load. Contrarily, wind energy shows to behave more unpredictably and 
results in a much lower correlation level, even a negative value.   
The first case study is conducted on a modified ERCOT system with wind 
energy source and the second case study is conducted on an IEEE RTS with 
photovoltaic (PV) energy source. The effect of correlation in each system is analyzed 
by comparing the results between simulation including correlation and simulation 
without correlation. Comparisons among MC sequential sampling, MC random 
sampling and the proposed LHS methods are made. The reliability indices used are 
loss of load probability (LOLP) and expected unserved energy (EUE). 
For all estimated indices,      is used as convergence criterion. When 
condition max(       ,        )    is reached, the simulation stops. In LHS 
implementation, a sample size of 1000 is chosen for each batch. The solution from 
sequential simulation is used as a benchmarking solution as the simulation includes 
correlation by imposing correlated historical data straightforwardly. For each method, 
simulations are conducted 10 times and the average reliability indices are computed. 
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The simulation accuracy is calculated based on percentage error given by (2.19). 
           
                               
                 
      (2.19) 
where                   and               are average indices from sequential simulation and other 
simulation methods respectively.  
The simulations are conducted with Matlab2010a on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo 
CPU 3.16GHz and 3.25GB RAM. 
2.5.1 ERCOT System 
According to Public Utility Commission of Texas [67], the ERCOT generation 
system contains 171 conventional generators with installed capacity of 78926MW. 
The hourly average load and wind output in year 2008 are modified in this simulation, 
where peak load is 74367MW and peak wind output is 4587MW. The penetration 
level of wind energy is 4.05%. Figure 2.3 shows the normalized average load and 
wind output from Monday to Sunday. It is observed that the load and wind output 
implies a negative correlation pattern. This may be due to their dependency of time. 
Specifically, load demand is more likely to be higher in the day time while wind 
output is more likely to be higher at night when weather cools down. It should be 
noted that the wind generation capacity may be affected by the transmission 
congestion, which, in turn, may produce different wind generation curves. 
In linear regression (LR) method, wind output is described as a simple linear 
regression (SLR) or multiple linear regression (MLR) function of load. The 
distributions of associated errors from the functions are plotted in Figure 2.4. Based 
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on the regression assumption, normal distribution is used to approximate error’s 
distribution and also plotted in Figure 2.4. 
 
Figure 2.3 Weekly Load and Wind Curves in ERCOT Case 
 
  
(a) SLR (b) MLR 
Figure 2.4 Distribution of Errors Associated with LR in ERCOT Case 
To evaluate the effects of renewable sources, reliability indices from sequential 
sampling (SS) with and without wind power are calculated and shown in Table 2.1. 
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The coefficient of variation (COV) of index is shown in the brackets below indices. It 
is found that, with a wind energy penetration of 4.05%, the reliability index is reduced 
by 28.9% for LOLP and 31.3% for EUE.  
MC random sampling without considering the correlation between load and wind 
(RS) is conducted with results shown in Table 2.2. The simulation results with 
correlation from random sampling methods, namely, load duration (LD), linear 
regression (LR) and joint probability (JP) are shown in Table 2.2 for comparison. The 
percentage errors of indices from each method are determined by (2.19) and shown in 
Table 2.3. Similarly, the results and errors from the proposed LHS methods (LHS_LD, 
LHS_LR, LHS_JP and LHS_RC) are shown in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, respectively.  
It is found in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 that the errors of indices from RS are much 
larger than those from other methods, indicating that the accuracy is severely affected 
by the negative correlation between load and wind generation. More specifically, the 
negative errors from RS show that neglecting correlation overestimates the system 
reliability and may lead to higher risk for system operation. Thus, it is crucial to 
incorporate correlation between load and renewable generation in reliability 
evaluation. 
Table 2.2 and Table 2.4 show that both MC random sampling and the proposed 
LHS methods require much less sample size and CPU time than MC sequential 
sampling method while providing similar accuracy. Load duration method as well as 
joint probability method (LD, JP, LHS_LD and LHS_JP) provides the most accurate 
solutions because they can better represent the actual pattern of time varying sources. 
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Linear regression method (LR and LHS_LR) also performs comparatively well.    
Note that linear regression methods (LR and LHS_LR) yield relatively lower 
EUE than others, as shown by the negative errors in Table 2.3 and Table 2.5. This is 
due to the normal distribution approximation of the distribution of errors. As shown in 
Figure 2.4, the occurrence of negative errors between -0.6p.u. and -0.3p.u. is 
underestimated. This means that, the wind value, when predicted by load value, is 
overestimated, leading to an overestimated reliability. 





































































Table 2.3 Percentage Errors from MC Random Sampling Methods (ERCOT) 
Simulation 
Method 
Errors of Indices (%) 
LOLP EUE 
RS -22.94 -25.32 
LD 0.26 0.71 
LR 
SLR -1.41 -2.71 
MLR -0.61 -1.43 
JP 0.76 -0.20 









































Table 2.5 Percentage Errors from LHS Methods (ERCOT) 
Simulation Method 
Errors of Indices (%) 
LOLP EUE 
LHS_LD -0.22 -0.03 
LHS_LR 
LHS_SLR -0.14 -1.54 
LHS_MLR 0.36 -1.17 
LHS_JP -0.83 -0.36 
LHS_RC -6.65 -8.63 
In order to compare the performances between LHS and MC RS methods e.g. the 
comparisons between load duration method (LD) and LHS with load duration method 
(LHS_LD), linear regression method (LR) and LHS with linear regression method 
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(LHS_LR), and joint probability method (JP) and LHS with joint probability method 
(LHS_JP), Tables 2.2 and 2.4 show that the LHS methods use less number of samples 
and less CPU time than MC RS methods, which indicates that LHS methods obtain 
the convergence faster using less number of iteration. 
Of all the proposed LHS methods, LHS_LD, LHS_LR and LHS_JP provide 
more accurate indices than those provided by LHS with rank correlation method 
(LHS_RC). As noted earlier, this is because the ranking matrix used in LHS_RC has a 
correlation matrix that is close but not exactly equal to the desired correlation matrix. 
The sampling matrix, which is arranged in the same sequence as ranking matrix, may 
not be able to fully represent the negative correlation between system load and wind, 
the system reliability is therefore overestimated with lower LOLP and EUE results.  
2.5.2 IEEE RTS 
The IEEE RTS data are presented in [64]. There are 96 generators with total 
generating capacity of 8997.9 MW. The system load fluctuating hourly, daily, weekly 
and seasonally are extracted according to its annual peak value of 8550 MW and the 
chronological data in percent of peak. In order to facilitate our simulation, we increase 
the load peak by 7.5% while maintaining the same load pattern so that the loss of load 
states would occur more frequently. The renewable source is the PV power generated 
from MIT Weather Station in 2009 [68] and its energy penetration level is 17.40%. 
The average hourly values of load and PV output from Monday to Sunday are shown 




In linear regression (LR) approaches, system load is described as a simple linear 
regression (SLR) or a multiple linear regression (MLR) function of PV generating 
capacity, and the distributions of errors and their normal approximations are plotted in 
Figure 2.6. Reliability indices and their errors from simulations employing MC 
sequential sampling, MC random sampling and the proposed LHS techniques are 
presented in Table 2.6 to Table 2.10. Similar to the ERCOT case, simulation results 
from MC random sampling without considering the correlation between load and PV 
(RS) are shown in Table 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.5 Weekly Load and PV Curves in IEEE RTS Case 
It is found in Table 2.6 that with a PV penetration of 17.40%, the reliability index 
is reduced by 41.7% for LOLP and 38.6% for EUE. Table 2.7 shows considerably 
higher LOLP of 1.1505% and EUE of 33104 MWh/year generated by RS. This 
reveals that the correlation between load and PV alleviates the occurrence of loss of 
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load. Random sampling without considering this correlation therefore underestimates 
the reliability and may bring unnecessary cost in system planning. 
  
(a) SLR (b) MLR 
Figure 2.6 Distribution of Errors Associated with LR in IEEE RTS Case 
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Table 2.8 Percentage Errors from MC Random Sampling Methods (IEEE RTS) 
Simulation 
Method 
Errors of Indices (%) 
LOLP EUE 
RS 27.53 22.33 
LD -0.56 0.07 
LR 
SLR 1.02 3.26 
MLR 0.98 2.72 
JP -0.89 -0.34 









































Table 2.10 Percentage Errors from LHS Methods (IEEE RTS) 
Simulation Method 
Errors of Indices (%) 
LOLP EUE 
LHS_LD 0.11 0.74 
LHS_LR 
LHS_SLR 0.97 2.20 
LHS_MLR 0.65 1.48 
LHS_JP 0.43 -0.11 
LHS_RC 5.58 4.50 
It is observed that the linear regression methods (LR, LHS_LR) result in positive 
EUE errors, which can be explained by the approximation of regression errors. Figure 
2.6 shows that the occurrence of negative errors between -0.5p.u. and -0.2p.u. is 
underestimated, and therefore the predicted load values tend to be higher, bringing 
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overestimated EUE values. 
The simulation by LHS with rank correlation (LHS_RC) generates higher indices 
than the benchmarking solutions. The positive errors of 5.58% and 4.50% for LOLP 
and EUE respectively imply that the imposed correlation is slightly weaker than the 
actual correlation between load and PV. Nevertheless, when compared with the 
ERCOT case, the bias of the results from LHS_RC in this case is relatively smaller.  
Comparing Table 2.7 to Table 2.9, it is found that LHS with load duration 
(LHS_LD), LHS with linear regression (LHS_LR) and LHS with joint probability 
(LHS_JP) methods, require less sample size and computational time than MC 
methods while providing the same level of accuracy. The proposed LHS methods save 
the largest number of sample states and achieve highest efficiency among all the 
sampling methods.  
It is observed from both ERCOT and IEEE RTS that the LHS methods (LHS_LD, 
LHS_LR and LHS_JP) generate slightly lower percentage errors than the 
corresponding MC methods (LD, LR, and JP). Comparing the overall performances of 
computing time and index errors, we may find that LHS_LD and LHS_JP can be 
considered as the most preferable methods with high accuracy and efficiency.  
2.6 Summary 
This chapter investigates simulation techniques for reliability analysis of power 
systems including renewable energy sources. Four Latin Hypercube Sampling 
methods called LHS with load duration (LHS_LD), LHS with linear regression 
(LHS_LR), LHS with joint probability (LHS_JP) and LHS with rank correlation 
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(LHS_RC) are proposed to incorporate the correlation between system load and 
renewable generation. Unlike the conventional methods usually requiring a great 
number of samples to reach convergence, the proposed LHS methods can yield 
samples of higher representativeness and thus achieve convergence faster.  
All simulation techniques described in this chapter are implemented to two test 
systems. The first system contains negative correlated random variables – load and 
wind, while the second system contains positive correlated random variables – load 
and PV. Reliability indices such as LOLP and EUE are computed and compared.  
The case studies of ERCOT and IEEE RTS show that the proposed simulation 
methods are able to estimate the reliability indices more accurately. Specifically, 
simulation ignoring the negative correlation would overestimate system reliability and 
bring higher risk in operation, and simulation ignoring the positive correlation would 
underestimate system reliability and lead to unnecessary cost for system planning.  
As seen from results under different system behaviors, both MC random 
sampling methods and the proposed LHS methods with load duration (LHS_LD), 
LHS with linear regression (LHS_LR), and LHS with joint probability (LHS_JP) are 
simple to implement yet effective. The proposed LHS methods perform with 
acceptable accuracy while requiring much less computational time than MC 
sequential sampling method. However, compared with MC random sampling, the 
merit of LHS_LD, LHS_LR and LHS_JP is that the number of samples is reduced to 
reach convergence and consequently the computational time is also reduced. LHS 
with rank correlation method (LHS_RC) causes slight bias because the sampling 
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matrix arranged according to the correlated ranking matrix may not fully represent the 
actual correlation. The bias should be properly re-examined in the feature research 
with LHS techniques. Since LHS_LD, LHS_LR and LHS_JP can relatively improve 
the reliability simulation by providing higher efficiency and slightly higher accuracy, 
they can be employed to analyze the reliability of systems including correlated 
random variables.    
The proposed techniques can well evaluate expected values of reliability indices, 
but may not be suitable for applications where distributions of the indices are of main 
interest. This is due to the fact that the index distributions require knowledge about 
the chronological evolution of system states, which can only be assessed by MC 
sequential simulation. In this chapter, only the probability and energy indices are 
estimated. The frequency and duration (F&D) indices are also important, and their 
calculation by non-sequential simulation is not that straightforward. An approach 
based on conditional probability is proposed [69] to estimate F&D indices for 
non-sequential simulation. It uses multi-state Markov model to represent multiple 
load levels, and obtains F&D indices according to the contribution of each component 
to the system frequency indices.  
It is noted that compared to non-sequential simulation, an advantage of 
sequential MC simulation is its ability to provide probability distributions of 
reliability indices, in addition to their mean values. In the next chapter, sequential MC 
simulation methods will be further developed for reliability analysis of composite 




CHAPTER III: SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION METHODS 
FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE 
POWER SYSTEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to explore sequential Monte Carlo (MC) simulation 
approaches used to assess the reliability of composite generation and transmission 
systems. Compared to single-area systems analyzed in last chapter, composite systems 
are of much higher complexity considering transmission equipment and network.    
To assess composite system reliability, two main approaches developed in the 
literature are analytical enumeration and Monte Carlo (MC) simulation [8], [11], [70]. 
Analytical approaches obtain the exact reliability indices by explicitly or implicitly 
identifying all possible system states. MC approaches are based on sampling and 
estimating the indices from the samples. MC-based techniques are able to handle any 
type of probability distribution associated with component state durations, capture 
systematic and temporal dependencies, and evaluate probability distributions of 
resultant indices [70]. In general, they provide the necessary flexibility to incorporate 
complex operating conditions in assessing real power systems [11]-[13].  
Specifically, MC simulation can be realized either in a non-sequential manner or 
a sequential manner, as presented in last chapter. Non-sequential simulation is based 
on a state space sampling algorithm, where a component state is selected according to 
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its probability distribution without considering chronological connection. With this 
approach, indices such as loss of load probability (LOLP), and expected unserved 
energy (EUE) can be directly obtained; frequency and duration (F&D) indices such as 
loss of load frequency (LOLF) and loss of load duration (LOLD) are found with an 
enumeration procedure that requires adequacy evaluation for each failure state, and 
would bring a computational burden for large systems. To overcome this difficulty, 
the F&D indices have been estimated in some literature using a frequency balance 
concept with negligible increase in computational burden. For example, in [65] and 
[69], calculation of F&D indices is proposed through a conditional probability 
approach, while in [71], F&D indices are calculated directly from sampled failure 
states using the frequency balance property. Non-sequential simulation, however, 
becomes less attractive when a system chronology is required to reflect the inherent 
variability of reliability estimations or to incorporate time-varying characteristics. In 
this circumstance, sequential simulation is more suitable [19], [70], [72]-[74]. For 
example, in [74], an aging factor is considered as a practical issue in reliability, and 
component failure rates increasing with time are naturally incorporated by sequential 
simulation. 
Sequential simulation steps through system states in time domain, where a state 
of each component is chronologically connected to its adjacent states. A realistic 
history is created by combining sequences of component state durations and system 
load over a time horizon. In this manner, sequential simulation produces not only the 
usual indices—LOLP, EUE, F&D, but also more accurate economic indices such as 
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loss of load cost (LOLC) [15], [75], and moreover, it can allow various distribution 
models of component state duration [76], [77]. Compared to non-sequential method, 
sequential simulation provides simplicity of accurately incorporating time-dependent 
variables and their correlations, such as aging factor [74], renewable energy sources 
[48], and hydrothermal reservoir evolution [78]. Another significant advantage of 
sequential simulation is its capability to provide probability distributions of reliability 
indices, in addition to their mean values [70], [72], [73]. The distributions give insight 
on annual variability of indices as a result of system stochastic behavior. In decision 
making, they can be used as indicators of system performance by reflecting the range 
of each index estimator and the likelihood of certain values being exceeded. Because 
of these advantages, sequential simulation is commonly used as a realistic tool to 
provide benchmark information for validation of other techniques [65]. 
Sequential simulation requires considerably more computing time to converge 
than non-sequential simulation [79]. In non-sequential simulation, any two sampled 
system states are completely independent, while in sequential simulation, any two 
consecutive system states differ by a realization of one random variable. As a result, 
the overall state space is less represented by sequential simulation than by 
non-sequential simulation with the same number of sampled states. Therefore, 
sequential simulation would require a larger number of states to reach the same 
convergence criterion. This problem is especially critical for composite systems where 
their state evaluation involves analysis of power flow and optimization-based 
remedial action [55]. 
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To overcome this problem, one approach is to reduce the sample size that a 
sequential simulation originally involves. For this purpose, methods like 
pseudo-sequential/chronological simulation [15]-[17] are proposed, where 
non-sequential simulation is used for sampling system states, and sequential 
simulation is used for loss of load states to find associated durations and costs. These 
methods can accurately reflect a sub-sequence of each load-loss state, but can hardly 
assess index probability distributions since the complete system chronology is still 
unknown. Moreover, variance reduction techniques (VRT) including conditional 
Monte Carlo [16], control variate [18] and antithetic variate [19] are adopted for 
composite system analysis. Even though these VRT successfully reduce sample size, 
they alter the probability distributions of estimators. 
Another approach to enhance sequential simulation efficiency may be at the level 
of state evaluation process, which is the most time-consuming process in composite 
systems due to the inclusion of transmission networks. In this process, each state 
undergoes a contingency analysis; if it has overloading or line flow violation, then its 
minimum load curtailment will be found with a remedial action based on optimal 
power flow [8], [55], [70], [80], [81]. In these references, state evaluation is 
performed for each distinct system state, that is, whenever a change of system state 
from one step to the next occurs (e.g., state from hour to hour according to the load 
fluctuation). Since a very large number of distinct system states are included in a 
simulated chronology, the state evaluation usually takes a long execution time, which 
would usually dominate the total simulation time. 
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This chapter proposes a new state evaluation approach for sequential simulation 
applied to composite system reliability analysis. The objective is to improve its 
computational speed while retaining all of the aforementioned advantages of 
sequential simulation. Instead of analyzing state individually [8], [55], [70], [80], [81], 
the main idea is to compute a threshold load level for a sampled component state, and 
use it to identify loss of load states between two adjacent component transitions. As 
such, a considerable number of calculations in repeatedly solving optimal power flow 
can be reduced. With the proposed approach, two sampling methods are applied - 
random sampling (RS) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS). In comparison to RS, 
LHS is used as a VRT. LHS is able to generate a batch of samples that reflects more 
precisely the true distribution of a random variable, as it will be described later. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 introduces two sequential 
simulation algorithms commonly applied to composite system reliability analysis. The 
proposed approach is then described in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4. Section 3.5 
presents case studies to demonstrate the performance of proposed approach. Finally, 
conclusions are drawn in Section 3.6. 
3.2 Classification of Sequential Simulation 
For composite systems, a sampled system state consists of component state and 
load state. A component state is a vector including states of generating units and 
transmission lines. For each component (generation and transmission equipment), its 
failure and repair rates are denoted by λ and μ, respectively. Time-dependent sources 
such as load and renewable generation are modeled by their chronologies. Sequential 
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simulation can be generally implemented with two methods – fixed time interval 
method and next event method [8]. Both methods are described in the following.  
3.2.1 Fixed Time Interval Method 
Continuous-time Markov model is approximated by a discrete-time model. A 
sequence of time intervals is stepped through, where component states are selected 
according to their transition probabilities. Its steps are described as follows: 
Step 0: Initialize component states with random sampling from their probabilities of 
being up or down. 
Step 1: Sample for component states in next transition using each component’s 
transition probability matrix in (3.1), where Δτ is a chosen small time step. 
 
(3.1) 
Step 2: Generate a load level for step Δτ from historical chronology. 
Step 3: Evaluate current system state with contingency analysis. If no bus has loss of 
load, load curtailment is zero; otherwise, remedial action is called to find a 
load curtailment [8], [55].  
Step 4: Repeat Steps 1-3 while updating reliability indices. If convergence criterion is 
satisfied, stop the program. 
Note that the length of time step Δτ will affect simulation accuracy as continuous 
Markov chain is discretized. A smaller step results in higher accuracy, but will require 








issue imposes a computational limitation for FTI method to be applied in practice 
even though it is theoretically feasible. This effect will be illustrated in the results of 
case studies later in this chapter. 
3.2.2 Next Event Method 
This method corresponds to continuous Markov process. The simulation 
proceeds by keeping a record of the time when the next event occurs, where the 
residence time of each component state is determined by the value of a random 
variable from its continuous distribution. Its steps are given as follows: 
Step 0: Initialize component states with random sampling from their probabilities of 
being up or down. 
Step 1: Generate the up (or down) duration t for each component i. Draw a 
pseudo-random number z ~ U(0, 1) and substitute it into the inverse transform 
of distribution function     in (3.2). 
      
      (3.2) 
Step 2: Update the associated load sequence in correspondence to component 
sequence. 
Step 3: Evaluate each state of system sequence obtained in Steps 1-2 with the similar 
way as seen in Step 3 of FTI method. 
Step 4: Repeat Steps 1-3 while updating reliability indices. If convergence criterion is 
satisfied, stop the program.    
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3.3 Accelerated State Evaluation Approach 
In this section, a sequential simulation using next event method is discussed. Its 
implementation is shown in Figure 3.1. Note that the coefficient of variation (COV, in 
Figure 3.1), measuring the accuracy of estimates, is calculated in (2.10), where the 
sample size Ns represents the total number of index functions f used for evaluation, 
that is, the number of simulated years when yearly indices are obtained. Once COV 
value is below a small tolerance δ, the convergence criterion is satisfied. 
As observed in Figure 3.1, the implementation involves three major procedures, 
namely, state sampling, state evaluation, and indices calculation (procedures of state 
sampling and state evaluation are in dashed boxes). Compared with state evaluation, 
the computational effort of other procedures is usually negligible. In order to improve 
the efficiency of state evaluation, this section proposes an ASE algorithm to reduce 
the number of calculations involving power flow analysis.  
To make this algorithm analytically feasible, it is assumed that there is a strong 
dependence among bus loads such that they are fully correlated with the total system 
load. This is a common assumption found in similar studies of composite system 
analysis [15], [16], [65], [69], [82], [83]. For example, if the loads under study are 
located in the same residential area and are highly influenced by common causes – the 
local temperature and social factors, they may increase or drop almost simultaneously 
[13], [84]. It is noted that this assumption may not hold when bus loads are weakly 
correlated. It is also noted that without this approximation, the amount of data to be 
modeled would be greatly increased by incorporating various types of correlations 
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among bus loads. 
 
 





Find the time to next transition Δt = min {ti} caused 
by a transition of component k, k = arg mini ({ti}) 
Advance simulation time Tx+1= Tx + Δt at the transition x+1  
Change the state of component k to update vector Wx  
Generate the time duration tk for component k at its 
current state 
Module I: calculate a threshold load level 
LTHR
*
 at current component state Wx 
Update transitions x=x+1 
Update reliability indices  
Calculate COV for indices 
For each component i, find the time to its next 
transition ti = ti – Δt, where tk = 0 
Module II: for system states during time [Tx, Tx+1], 
identify load-loss states and calculate load curtailments 
Set a value of δ for convergence criteria 
Set a number of component state transitions x =0 
Set simulation time Tx = 0 
Initiate a component state vector Wx 
Initiate a state duration ti for each component i 
Start 
State Evaluation 
During [Tx, Tx+1], generate load states         
      , 
and determine system states S(Wx, Lt), t=Tx,…,Tx+1   
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We divide the ASE algorithm into two modules as presented in Section 3.3.1. 
Module I is used to find a reference load level, and Module II is used to determine 
load curtailment values for those identified loss of load states.  
3.3.1 Algorithm 
3.3.1.1 Calculation for Threshold Load Level 
As shown in Figure 3.1, a component state vector Wx is kept constant from its 
transition at time Tx to the next transition at time Tx+1. System states during [Tx, Tx+1] 
are differentiated only by hourly-varying load levels. There exists a maximum load 
level at current component state and can be used as a threshold to identify loss of load 




 transition of component state can be 
found using an optimization problem formulated by (3.3)-(3.8). Note that the load 
level LTHR is represented in a percentage of the peak load. 
         (3.3) 
s.t.           
     (3.4) 
           (3.5) 
            (3.6) 
       (3.7) 
           (3.8) 
where 
     System load level in percentage of the peak load 
  Susceptance matrix (siemens),        ,        
     Susceptance between bus   and bus  ,     
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    Summation of susceptances of transmission lines connected to bus   
  Vector of bus voltage angles (rad) 
  Vector of bus generation capacities (MW) 
     Vector of bus maximum generation capacities (MW) 
      Vector of bus peak loads (MW) 
      Vector of power flows in transmission lines (MW),               , 
            
       Power flow in a transmission line       with susceptance        that 
connects bus   to bus  ,                      
     Vector of transmission line capacities (MW) 
   Set of indices of buses 
The decision variables of the above optimization problem are LTHR, θ, and  . 
The parameters B,      and      are affected by generation and transmission 
statuses, and thus depend on state Wx; constraint (3.4) represents power balance using 
DC load flow; constraints (3.5)-(3.6) restrict power flow in each line; constraint (3.7) 
indicates the available generating capacity; constraint (3.8) indicates the 
non-negativity of generation and load level.  
3.3.1.2 Calculation for States of Loss of Load 
The maximum load level LTHR
*
 found from Module I is used to classify system 
states S(Wx, Lt), which are differentiated by fluctuating load states Lt during [Tx, Tx+1] 
when component state is fixed at Wx. As seen in (3.9), if a load Lt is above LTHR
*
, it 
means that system components at current state Wx cannot satisfy load demand Lt and a 
loss of load event will occur. If Lt is below LTHR
*
, then the current load Lt can be met 
without any curtailment. 
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s                           if        
 
loss of load              if        
 
                   (3.9) 
With loss of load states known, indices such as loss of load probability (LOLP) 
and loss of load frequency (LOLF) can be easily found. To calculate loss of load 
expectation such as expected unserved energy (EUE), the amount of load curtailment 
will need to be found. For each loss of load state, the load curtailment value is 
computed using a load-loss minimization model shown in (3.10)-(3.16), where   
     
is the load curtailment at load bus  ;   
  is a set of indices of load buses;       is 
load curtailment vector; Lt is a sampled load state in percentage of peak load; 
constraint (3.11) indicates the power balance; constraint (3.14) restricts bus load 
curtailment below its load demand; all the other parameters and constraints are the 
same as those introduced in (3.3)-(3.8). 
      
    




s.t.               
     (3.11) 
           (3.12) 
            (3.13) 
         
     (3.14) 
       (3.15) 
            (3.16) 
After solving the linear programming problem (3.10)-(3.16), the optimal 
objective value in MW of load curtailment is obtained for a load-loss state. For this 
state, its load curtailment and time duration values are then used to find the amount of 
unserved energy. Subsequently, its unserved energy value is used to update the index 
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of loss of load expectation – EUE for the simulated chronology. 
3.3.2 Extension to Systems with Arbitrary Load Correlations 
In practice, bus loads are neither completely correlated nor uncorrelated but 
possess certain degree of correlation. Detailed reliability analysis considering the 
effects of bus load correlation can be found in [13], [17], and [85]. Without the 
condition of fully correlated bus loads, we can consider using ASE in a similar way as 
presented above, but with a modified process for identifying load-loss states. With 
some independency, the load level of an hour varies from bus to bus; an entire load 
chronology taken into account consists of hourly load vectors; each vector    
includes various load levels in percentages of peak loads at their own buses. In 
particular, after a threshold load level LTHR
*
 is found with (3.3)-(3.8) for time duration 




 component state transition, we use a function (3.17) 
instead of function (3.9) to classify each load state    within [  ,     ].  
Function (3.17) identifies the so-called “suspicious loss of load” states, each of 
which includes one or more bus loads higher than the threshold level LTHR
*
. These 
states are evaluated afterward through computing load curtailment minimization 
(3.10)-(3.16), and then reclassified into two exact categories – “loss of load” and 
“success” in order to update the reliability indices. 
          
s        if no element of load vector                 
  
suspicious loss of load  otherwise 
                
(3.17) 
Note that while the function (3.17) can be generally applied to normal systems 
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with load independency, it might not be that accurate for some extreme cases. If 
independency exists in bus loads, there might be no strict guarantee that the use of 
(3.17) is 100% accurate for a system of arbitrary configuration. Details of this effect 
will be revealed later through case studies.  
3.4 Latin Hypercube Sampling Method for Sequential Simulation 
Another important procedure is state sampling as seen in last section. In this 
procedure, time duration is sampled for each component k, the transition of which will 
lead to a next system state. The distribution of its up/down time is assumed to follow 
an exponential function     in (3.18) with expected value 1/αk. Its time duration tk is 
thus found in (3.19) with a pseudo-random number z. If a component state is up, αt is 
its failure rate λt, and if a state is down, αt is its repair rate μt.  
       
           (3.18) 
    
     
  
 (3.19) 
The actual distribution of up/down time is represented by sampled durations, the 
representativeness of which affects simulation quality. Different sampling schemes 
may result in different degrees of representativeness. A commonly used scheme is MC 
random sampling (RS) in (3.20), where the time duration is determined by randomly 
selecting a value z over [0, 1]. 
    
          
  
 (3.20) 
Enhancing the representativeness of sampled durations is an effective approach 
to accelerate simulation convergence. LHS is considered as a viable option for this 
improvement. Developed as an advanced sampling technique to yield estimates of 
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high representativeness [58], [59], LHS has already been utilized in power system 
applications such as generation system adequacy planning [86], and probabilistic load 
flow evaluation [62]. It has also been adopted in non-sequential simulation approach 
to assess power system reliability [14], [60]. Results demonstrate that LHS 
outperforms conventional RS with the same sample size by providing reliability 
estimates of higher precision, and thus improving simulation efficiency.  
In this section, an approach based on LHS algorithm is proposed for sequential 
simulation. Unlike conventional approach finding time durations in a random manner, 
the proposed approach generates time durations with an LHS scheme. Considering 
that the LHS requires the number of intervals to be known prior to the sampling, we 
choose this number as the average number of up-down cycles occurring in a given 
period LHSperiod. This number may vary from component to component depending on 
their failure and repair rates. For component k, its number of intervals is calculated in 
(3.21). Its cycle time is found in (3.22), which on average is the summation of mean 
up time and mean down time. 
           
         
      
  (3.21)
 







where nk is the number of intervals; MTTFk and MTTRk are mean time to failure and 
repair, respectively; λk and μk are failure and repair rates, respectively; LHSperiod is a 
predefined evaluation period, for example, one year with 8760 hours.  
The LHS-based sequential sampling can be implemented according to the 
following rules.  
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Rule 0: Initialize the number of intervals beforehand for each component according 
to equation (3.21).  
Rule 1: For a component k encountering state transition, find a time duration tk of its 
current state in (3.23), where Rk is an integer randomly selected without 
replacement from an integer interval set of {1,…,nk}. 
    
   
         
  
 
   
(3.23)
 
Rule 2: If all of the intervals from set {1,…,nk} are used up for component k, another 
round of random selection without replacement will be performed again from 
set {1,…,nk} for this component. 
It is worth noting that theoretically there is no dependency between the presented 
LHS method and aforementioned ASE method. They can be separately adopted for 
state sampling procedure and state evaluation procedure, respectively. 
3.5 Case Studies 
Case studies are performed based on IEEE Reliability Test System [87] as shown 
in Appendix A. The cases under study are presented as two categories – systems with 
fully correlated loads and systems without fully correlated loads. The estimated 
reliability indices include loss of load probability (LOLP), expected unserved energy 
(EUE), loss of load frequency (LOLF). The index of loss of load duration (LOLD) 
can be found using LOLP and LOLF in (3.24). 
       
    
    
 (3.24) 
We compare the results from simulations with and without the proposed ASE 
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approach. Without the proposed ASE, a normal procedure is used to replace Module I 
and Module II as seen in Figure 3.1, that is, each of the system states differentiated by 
load level between two component transitions is evaluated to find its load curtailment. 
To enhance the efficiency of this procedure, we adopt an additional heuristic 
algorithm to determine whether a contingency state will need load-loss minimization. 
In this algorithm, net-injections at all buses (values from subtracting bus loads from 
available generations) are proportionally scaled to accomplish a power balance 
between total generation and load demand. The line flows are then calculated using 
DC flow equation. For a state with adequate generation capacity, if its line flows 
satisfy the sampled flow constraints, a feasible flow solution is said to be found 
without load curtailment. Otherwise, load-loss minimization will be used to find load 
curtailment. More details of this heuristic algorithm can be found in [55]. 
We also compare the performance of RS and LHS applied to sequential 
simulations with our proposed ASE. In LHS, we choose a period “LHSperiod” of 100 
years to find the number of intervals n, as the cycles of transmission lines are found to 
be much longer (e.g., up to 50 years) than those of generating units. The index 
function f is evaluated from each batch of 100 years. Simulations are repeated 10 
times to handle the randomness among different experiments. A tolerance δ=0.05 is 
used as a threshold COV value for each simulation.  
All of the simulations are performed on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo CPU 
3.16GHz and 3.25GB RAM. Programs are run in Matlab2010a environment with 
CPLEX optimizer for solving optimal power flow problems. 
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3.5.1 Systems with Correlated Loads 
Systems are assumed to possess fully correlated bus loads, that is, all of the bus 
loads are represented by a unique chronology including normalized levels (p.u.) in 
percentages of their own peak values. Tests are performed for three cases. The first 
case uses the original IEEE RTS; in the subsequent two cases, modifications to IEEE 
RTS are made to examine performances under various system characteristics. 
3.5.1.1 Case 1 – IEEE RTS 
This system contains 24 buses, 32 generating units, 38 branches, 17 load buses, 
and 10 generation buses. Total generating capacity is 3405 MW. A yearly system load 
curve with 8736 hourly values is used, with a peak load of 2850 MW. 
We implement the FTI method to provide result validation. In FTI method, time 
step is set as Δτ=1 hour, and the algorithm in [55] as described earlier is applied to 
speed up the contingency analysis. In both NE and FTI methods, index estimators are 
accumulated yearly; a small tolerance δ = 0.01 is used as convergence criterion to stop 
the simulation when the maximum of COV values of indices is below δ. The sampling 
technique used in both cases is random sampling (RS). The results are shown in Table 
3.1. For each index, its COV value is shown in a bracket below. The number of 
simulated years and total computing time are also shown. 
In Table 3.1, reliability indices from NE and FTI methods are close, where LOLP 
is around 0.0012 and EUE is around 1300MWh/yr. Both methods use a similar 
sample size that contains a chronology ranging from 50000 to 60000 years to reach a 
converged COV value 0.01. The EUE index has a higher COV value than other 
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indices, and therefore determines the converging efficiency. The FTI method is found 
slower than NE method for computing each yearly chronology. In practice, FTI 
method would be less preferable than NE method because it is usually less efficient 
and requires setting an extra parameter of time step. As such we only discuss the 
results from NE sequential simulations in other numerical tests.        
Table 3.1 Indices from Sequential Simulation without Accelerated State Evaluation for IEEE 
RTS (δ of 0.01) 
















LOLD (h) 5.0083 4.7703 
No. Years 55288 55539 
CPU Time (min) 2453.7 2252.7 
Table 3.2 shows the results of next event methods with and without ASE as well 
as two sampling techniques. All the results are obtained by averaging the indices from 
10 times of experiments. COV values are given below indices. Reductions of sample 
size and CPU time provided by LHS over RS are also given. 
In Table 3.2, the indices from each of the three NE methods are very close with 
similar degree of accuracy. Using the proposed ASE, the CPU time is reduced from 
88.4 to 26.0 minutes. The time reduction percentage for computing each yearly 
chronology is 71%. This considerable speed-up reflects the computational effort of 
optimal power flow that was avoided by the proposed ASE. 
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Table 3.2 Indices from Next Event Methods for IEEE RTS (δ of 0.05) 
Indices Without ASE 
With ASE 






















LOLD (h) 4.7964 4.7637 4.7958 
No. Years 2160 2210 
1860  
(Redt. over RS=16%) 
CPU Time (min) 88.4 26.0 
21.9 
(Redt. over RS=16%) 
As seen in Table 3.2, LHS reduces the sample size by 16%, and thus brings a 
reduction of 16% for CPU time. This identical reduction ratio implies that for 
computing a yearly chronology, the LHS approach requires the same CPU time as RS 
approach. However, the improvement of LHS is not substantial due to the 
combinatorial effect of components’ statuses. While LHS reduces the variance of 
sampled durations for each single component, this effect is weakened by the evolution 
of the whole system, which actually depends on a combination of independent 
sequences representing all the components. For example, we find that around 85% of 
load-loss states occur under generation inadequacy with concurrent failures of 3 or 
more generating units, but none of them is caused by failure of a single generating 
unit or a single transmission line. This means that loss of load estimation is 
determined by independent sequences of several components that are in failed status 
at the same time. 
In addition, the analysis shows that system loss of load states are mainly caused 
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by two factors in this case – generating capacity inadequacy and transmission 
constraints. Specifically, around 90% of them are caused by generator outages, and 10% 
of them are caused by transmission capacity constraints even though generating 
capacity is sufficient and transmission lines are all in good condition. This observation 
implies that random failures of transmission network have little impact on system 
reliability in this system. This fact is reflected by a test without consideration of 
transmission failures, where the obtained indices are extremely similar to those seen 
in Table 3.1. To reflect the reliability impact from transmission system, more stress 
will need to be added into the transmission lines.  
3.5.1.2 Case 2 – IEEE RTS with Stressed Transmission Network 
We double the capacity of generating units and load at each bus with a purpose 
of stressing the transmission network. This modified RTS (MRTS, [11], [69]) 
becomes more balanced than the original one in Case 1 considering problems caused 
by both generation and transmission equipments. Simulation results from next event 
methods are shown in Table 3.3.  
The reliability indices of MRTS are higher than those in Case 1, even though the 
probabilistic characteristics of equipment remain unchanged. This is because the 
power flow constraints under stressed transmission affect system reliability with much 
higher degree. In particular, around 59% out of system load-loss states occur due to 
transmission constraints, which is much higher than the figure 10% seen in Case 1. 
Under stressed transmission network, the computing efficiency (as reflected by 
CPU time per simulated year) considerably decreases without ASE, but is well 
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preserved in method with ASE. The stressed transmission network leads to more loss 
of load events and higher CPU time for the load curtailment calculation. However, the 
total CPU time is dominated by the threshold load level calculation that needs to be 
executed every time there is a transition of component state, which is on average 
488times/year for IEEE RTS. Even though the stressed transmission network leads to 
more load-loss states, their impact on computing efficiency of ASE is relatively 
insignificant since the component transition rate, as a dominant factor, is unchanged 
in MRTS compared to RTS. 
Table 3.3 Indices from Next Event Methods for IEEE MRTS (δ of 0.05) 
























LOLD (h) 4.7653 4.7811 4.7452 
No. Years 760 750 
610 
(Redt. over RS=19%) 
CPU Time (min) 49.2 9.4 
7.7 
(Redt. over RS=18%) 
In Table 3.3, the LHS method reduces the sample size and CPU time by 19% and 
18% respectively when compared to RS. This reduction is similar to 16% in Case 1. 
The improvement of LHS is still limited by the combinatorial effect of component 
failed states - our analysis shows that 79% of the load-loss states are due to concurrent 
failures of 3 or more components.   
We find that only around 4% of load-loss states are purely due to transmission 
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failures when generation system is normal. To see greater impact from transmission 
outage compared to generation outage, we strengthen generation reliability by 
decreasing the failure rate of each generating unit to be 20% of its original value. We 
rerun the simulations and obtain results in Table 3.4. Compared to Table 3.3, the 
reliability level seen in Table 3.4 is much higher, and the required sample size and 
CPU time are consequently increased. Compared to Case 1, the increase in CPU time 
(less than 2 times in each method) in this case is less than the increase in simulated 
chronology. This is because lower generating failure rates cause fewer contingency 
states and transition times, which result in fewer computations of optimal power flow 
for each simulated year. 
Table 3.4 Indices from Next Event Methods for IEEE MRTS with More Reliable Generation 
Equipment (δ of 0.05) 
























LOLD (h) 5.2331 5.2131 5.1550 
No. Years 3950 4250 
2280 
(Redt. over RS=46%) 
CPU Time (min) 80.8 15.2 
8.1 
(Redt. over RS=46%) 
In Table 3.4, LHS provides a reduction of 46% for sample size and CPU time, 
which is higher than 16% seen in Table 3.3. This is because the transmission states in 
this case become more crucial to overall reliability than generation states, and 
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especially, a single line outage would become a main factor resulting in system 
load-loss. It is found in our analysis that around 62% of load-loss states are caused by 
failures of single transmission line, and this means that a considerable number of 
system load-loss durations are in fact equal to the down times of a certain line. When 
LHS is used to generate these down times, the variance of corresponding reliability 
estimators can be considerably reduced.  
3.5.1.3 Case 3 – IEEE RTS with Single Generating Unit per Bus 
This case was generated to test the approach on yet another configuration. In this 
case, we combine all generating units in each bus into one generating unit. Its capacity 
is the summation of original generation capacity at that bus. Its failure rate and repair 
rate are respectively assumed to be the lowest failure rate and highest repair rate of 
the units at that bus.  
Reliability indices are shown in Table 3.5. Our proposed ASE approach provides 
a CPU time reduction of 79% for computing each yearly chronology, which is higher 
than 71% in Case 1. For a system with fewer generating units, its component 
transition rate is lower, and hence fewer computations of maximum load level are 
required in the proposed ASE. For a system with lower reliability level, more 
load-loss states would occur such that the computational time in minimizing load 
curtailment is higher. This impact is rather moderate since load-loss events are 





Table 3.5 Indices from Next Event Methods for IEEE RTS: Case 3 (δ of 0.05) 
























LOLD (h) 5.6761 5.6371 5.6148 
No. Years 740 720 
370 
(Redt. over RS=49%) 
CPU Time (min) 14.4 2.9 
1.5 
(Redt. over RS=48%) 
In Table 3.5, LHS brings a CPU time reduction of 48% over RS. As expected, 
this improvement is considerably higher than 16% in Case 1. When there are fewer 
generating units each containing a comparably larger capacity, the number of failed 
units that would possibly result in system load-loss is less. Compared to Case 1, an 
obvious difference is that 50% of the load-loss states are caused by failure of a single 
generating unit or concurrent failure of 2 generating units (as mentioned in Case 1, 85% 
of them are caused by concurrent failure of 3 or more generating units). Under this 
circumstance, the estimations of the load-loss are likely to be determined by fewer 
failed components and thus their variance can be improved by LHS more effectively. 
In order to illustrate the advantage of LHS over RS for variance reduction effect, 
corresponding distributions of yearly EUE estimates are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. 
The estimates are obtained from 10 sample paths of next event simulations with RS 
and LHS, where a chronology of 100 years is evaluated in each simulation. The 10 
plots of probability distributions (both probability mass and cumulative distribution 
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functions) reflect how much a resultant distribution naturally varies from one 
simulation period to others.  
 
Figure 3.2 Probability Distributions of EUE Obtained from LHS 
 
Figure 3.3 Probability Distributions of EUE Obtained from RS 
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It can be observed that the LHS approach (Figure 3.2) produces distributions 
more consistently than RS approach (Figure 3.3). This observation gives a pictorial 
representation of variance reduction effect resulting from the use of LHS. 
3.5.2 Systems without Fully Correlated Loads 
We extend our tests to systems without fully correlated loads. Unlike systems 
with fully correlated loads, systems under current study have some independency 
among bus loads, where the load level at an hour may vary from bus to bus. Under 
this circumstance, the ASE is utilized with a modified load-loss state identification 
process (3.17) as presented in Section 3.3.2. 
3.5.2.1 IEEE RTS with Modified Bus Loads 
The analysis uses load profile of a winter week (Dec 01-Dec 07) based on both 
IEEE RTS and New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) [88]. NYISO load 
profile includes 11 different load chronologies from 11 zones. Their normalized 
weekly curves are shown in Figure 3.4, where IEEE RTS load is also shown as a 
unique curve. The load chronologies of NYISO are used to represent the chronologies 
at 11 heavy-load buses of IEEE RTS (Bus3, Bus6, Bus8, Bus9, Bus10, Bus13, Bus14, 
Bus15, Bus18, Bus19, and Bus20), respectively. As such, the original fully correlated 
load pattern will not hold. The obtained reliability results are given in Table 3.6. 
Table 3.6 shows that the reliability indices obtained with ASE are very close to 
those obtained without ASE, which demonstrates the high accuracy of ASE for IEEE 
RTS without fully correlated loads. In fact, additional analysis has further 
demonstrated that ASE is widely applicable for IEEE RTS coupled with loads of 
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various correlation (weakly correlated or highly correlated) patterns.  
 
Figure 3.4 Weekly Load Curves of NYISO (11 Zones) and IEEE RTS 
Table 3.6 Indices for IEEE RTS without Fully Correlated Loads (δ of 0.05) 
























LOLD (h) 3.6765 3.7126 3.6970 
No. Years 900 920 
750 
(Redt. over RS=18%) 
CPU Time (min) 97.5 13.6 
11.3 
(Redt. over RS=17%) 
For the method with ASE, its computing efficiency is slightly lower without fully 
correlated loads. Take ASE with random sampling (RS) for example, its average CPU 
time for each yearly chronology is 0.0125 min/year with fully correlated loads 
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(9.4min/750year, in Table 3.3), and increases to 0.0148 min/year (13.6min/920year, in 
Table 3.6), even though the reliability indices in Table 3.6 are seen lower than those in 
Table 3.3. This is because under different load percentages among buses, some of the 
“suspicious loss of load” states identified by (3.17) do not actually fall into the 
load-loss category. The load curtailment calculations triggered by them will thus 
require extra computational effort. For example, around 80% of the states undergoing 
load curtailment calculation are actually without load-loss for the case in Table 3.6, 
and in contrast, this figure is 0% in fully correlated load case.  
It is also noted that for method without ASE, its computing efficiency is 
considerably lower without fully correlated loads. Its average CPU time for each 
yearly chronology is 0.0647 min/year with fully correlated loads (49.2min/760year, in 
Table 3.3), and increases to 0.108 min/year (97.5min/900year, in Table 3.6). This is 
also because load curtailment calculation is used much more frequently when loads 
are no longer fully correlated. With fully correlated loads, all bus loads at each hour 
are represented by a unique level. System state at time t can be simply classified as 
“success” without load curtailment calculation, if three conditions are satisfied: 
system state at adjacent time t-1 is “success” in previous evaluation; component state 
remains the same from t-1 to t; load level has not increased from t-1 to t. This 
classification method, however, is no longer viable when different buses have 
different loads (bus loads are not fully correlated), and instead a lot more load 
curtailment calculations have to be executed. 
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3.5.2.2 An Extreme Case 
It is worth noting that the ASE might not be accurate for certain extreme cases. 
Once independency exists in bus loads, there might be no strict guarantee that the 
ASE approach is feasible for a system of arbitrary configuration.  
To illustrate this effect, an extreme and unrealistic example is shown as follows. 
In Figure 3.5, a 4-bus system is assumed with specifications given in Table 3.7. 
 
Figure 3.5 An Illustrative Example of a Four-bus System 
Table 3.7 Parameters of a Four-bus System 
Generators 








Transmission Line Capacity (MW) Reactance X (p.u.) 
T12 10 0.1 
T13 50 0.1 
T14 50 0.1 
T23 50 0.1 
T24 50 0.1 








According to formulation (3.3)-(3.8) in Section 3.3.1.1, the threshold load level 
of this 4-bus system is found as     
        , with associated optimal solutions 
    3
 =100 W ,       
 =100 W ,   
    (Bus1 is reference bus),    
   , 
  
       ,   
        for bus generation and voltage angle, respectively. The 
corresponding power flows are thus       
     ,       
      W , 
      
      W,       
      W,       
      W,    3  
    W. 
Without correlated bus loads, different load percentages exist at different buses. 
We assume a scenario, where load levels are 50% and 100% at Bus1 and Bus2, 
respectively. Even though both 50% and 100% are below the threshold 111.1%, load 
curtailment still exists. Specifically, with load-loss minimization (3.10)-(3.16), the 
load curtailment is found to be 5 MW (at Bus2) with associated solutions      
  45 
MW,      
     MW,   
   ,   
        ,   
        ,   
        , and 
power flows       
     W ,       
        W ,       
        W , 
      
        W,       
        W,       
      W. 
In the abovementioned example, the ASE approach would not ensure that 100% 
of the load-loss states are identified and thus may overestimate system reliability. This 
is because the ASE actually tunes load level through one variable LTHR, which is 
formulated common to all the bus load percentages, as seen in problem (3.3)-(3.8). 
Hence the achieved maximum level LTHR
*
 is an unbiased indicator for loads subject to 
the same fluctuation curve. If bus loads follow different fluctuation chronologies, a 
situation might arise – feasible solutions (generation capacities and voltage angles) 






Without assumption of fully correlated loads, the applicability of ASE will 
depend on system characteristics. For example, its ability in identifying load-loss 
states might be affected for extreme cases, such as systems including both highly 
inconsistent bus loads and very tight restrictions of transmission structure (e.g. the 
abovementioned four-bus system). On the other hand, the ASE can be well applied to 
systems such as IEEE RTS, whose system characteristics represent actual power 
systems better. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter proposes an accelerated state evaluation (ASE) approach applied to 
sequential simulations for composite system reliability assessment. The proposed 
approach utilizes a maximized load level to identify loss of load states from the time 
duration where a component state is fixed. In doing so, load loss minimization is 
performed only for those states having loss of load. Therefore, the number of 
computations originally required by conventional approach for repeatedly solving 
optimal power flow can be greatly reduced. In addition to ASE, Latin Hypercube 
sampling (LHS) is employed as a variance reduction technique to enhance the 
simulation convergence. Its effect is reflected through comparing results with LHS to 
those with conventional random sampling (RS). 
Case studies are performed on IEEE RTS under various situations. Reliability 
indices including LOLP, EUE, LOLF and LOLD are found. Sequential simulations 
with and without the ASE approach are implemented. Results demonstrate that the 
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proposed ASE considerably improves simulation efficiency while retaining the high 
accuracy of estimated indices. Compared to RS, LHS can reduce the required sample 
size and computational time to some degree, while providing similar converged 
reliability indices. With a limited number of samples, LHS is shown to capture index 
probability distribution more precisely than RS. The improvement of LHS over RS is 
limited by the combinatorial effect in sampled component sequences. Analysis shows 
that LHS performs better when fewer failed components leading to system load-loss 
are involved.  
The applicability of ASE is examined for cases both with and without fully 
correlated bus loads. Results show that the ASE can be well applied to practical 
systems considering the usual degrees of correlation among bus loads; in some 
extreme cases where a system is unusually stressed, the ASE may have its 
performance restricted.  
It should be pointed out that practical transmission systems may possess larger 
scales such that longer CPU time would be required by MC simulation, mainly due to 
the increased complexity in power flow calculation. In this circumstance, the use of 
ASE can save a greater amount of CPU time through reducing the number of 
computations in repeatedly solving optimal power flow. In addition, although the 
analysis in this chapter is focused on conventional generation-based systems, with 
minor modification, the proposed ASE and LHS methods can be easily applied to 




CHAPTER IV: OPTIMAL SIZING OF ENERGY 
STORAGE SYSTEM FOR GRID-CONNECTED 
RENEWABLE POWER PLANTS 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter II, reliability analysis is performed for power systems with an 
emphasis on the effect from intermittent renewable energy sources. In this chapter, for 
renewable generation management, the utilization of energy storage system (ESS) is 
particularly investigated.  
ESS can be widely used to mitigate generation variability for higher system 
flexibility and reliability [27], [31], [89]. In the literature, a number of technologies 
[30] including battery, flywheel and capacitor have been proposed for isolated 
systems as well as grid-connected power systems [24], [90], [91]. For isolated 
systems, ESS is used to allow higher level of renewable energy penetration which 
reduces operation cost of fossil-fuel generators [38]-[40]. For grid-connected power 
systems, the application of ESS varies. System operators utilize ESS for reliability 
improvement [32], ancillary services [33], [92] and transmission support [35]. For 
renewable power producers such as wind power plants, two applications of ESS are 
identified: capacity firming and energy time-shifting [24], [36], [37]. In all these 
applications, an important consideration is the optimal trade-off between ESS cost and 
benefit, which involves determining suitable storage technology, optimal storage size, 
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and day-to-day operation.  
Several approaches have been proposed to study storage sizing problem 
[93]-[98]. In [93]-[95], storage sizing is computed by modeling load or renewable 
power with their average values. This deterministic model might not be accurate 
enough to characterize stochastic nature of random sources. In [40] and [96]-[98], 
stochastic modeling is applied to find optimal storage operation. Storage size is then 
determined from sensitivity analysis that uses storage size as a parameter in the 
formulation. Stochastic programming technique is an alternative systematic approach 
to find optimal decisions under uncertainty. Reference [38] proposes a stochastic 
programming approach for storage sizing problem considering uncertainties from 
system load and wind power. The objective in [38] is to minimize operating cost of a 
thermal plant combined with wind energy source in an isolated system, which is 
different from our focus to apply ESS in a grid-connected system.   
This chapter focuses on an ESS application for energy time-shifting purpose. 
From hour to hour, the wind power output is usually high at night and low during 
daytime, whereas the electricity load and price are usually low at night and become 
higher during daytime [14], [24]. If wind energy is stored during low-price periods 
and discharged back to the grid during high-price periods, higher profit can be 
achieved and at the same time peak load can be shaved. In this chapter, the 
determination of optimal energy storage sizing is discussed with an objective of profit 
maximization for wind power plants. A stochastic programming framework is 
employed to model the optimal sizing problem. Stochastic characteristics as well as 
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correlation patterns of the time dependent wind power and energy price are explicitly 
incorporated.  
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives the modeling of an ESS 
applicable for large-scale wind power plants. Section 4.3 presents problem 
formulation. Section 4.4 provides an appropriate problem solution technique. Section 
4.5 shows case study results. Concluding remarks are given in the last section. 
4.2 Energy Storage System Modeling 
This section proposes a suitable storage technology option used for large-scale 
wind power plant, and then provides its modeling and cost parameters.  
For a plant with installed capacity of 50 MW-100 MW, the storage requirement 
is normally assumed to be in the range of 1 MW-100 MW [25]. For energy 
time-shifting purpose, storage duration should be at least several hours and response 
time should be less than 30 min to coincide with the half-hourly or hourly electricity 
prices. In this context, large bulk storage is considered as a suitable category. There 
are two available options identified in this category: pumped hydro storage (PHS) and 
compressed air energy storage (CAES) [25]. Their characteristics [25], [31] are listed 
in Table 4.1. Both PHS and CAES perform well for most of the terms, but CAES has 
relatively lower capital cost and lower geology requirement. In this study, CAES is 





Table 4.1 Characteristic Comparison of CAES and PHS 
 CAES PHS 
Capital Cost of Power 
Capacity ($/kW) 
640-900 1500-2000 
Capital Cost of Energy 
Capacity ($/kWh) 
Large Size: 1-2 
Small Size: 50-200 
100-200 
Discharge at Rated 
Capacity (h) 
1-24+ 1-24+ 
Rated Capacity (MW) 5-3000 100-5000 
Response Time Seconds-minutes Minutes 
Cycle Efficiency (%) 70-85 70-89 
Space Requirement 
(m   Wh) 
0.01 0.02 
Maturity Used Mature 




Topography such as Dams 
and Water Conveyances 
In addition, some practical examples show that CAES technology is already 
available and reliable. There are currently two large CAES plants in use; one in 
Germany and one in the USA with capacities of 290 MW and 110 MW, respectively 
[25]. In recent years, ERCOT has proposed that CAES owns an attractive potential in 
providing bulk storage, given that Texas has suitable underground resources [99].  
Particularly, there are two types - conventional CAES and diabatic (or isothermal) 
CAES [25]. The conventional CAES, with higher maturity, is considered in this study. 
During charging process, the turbo-compressors compress the input air, which is then 
stored in a reservoir. When CAES generates power, the turbo-expanders will expand 
compressed air by burning some fuel source, which is typically natural gas. As such, 
two types of energy inputs are used for discharging: compressed air and natural gas, 
and thus more energy is generated than stored. The ratio of energy generated to 
energy consumed from compressed air is defined by a factor   . Assume that in 
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charge mode, input power is   ; when charging is finished after a short duration   , 
the energy increase    of storage is approximated by (4.1). Likewise, assume that in 
discharge mode, generated power is   ; when discharging is finished after a short 
duration    , the energy decrease     of storage is approximated by (4.2). In (4.1) 
and (4.2),    and    denote energy conversion efficiencies of charging and 
discharging, respectively. 
          (4.1) 
    
  
    
   (4.2) 
CAES cost is represented by net present value measured on daily basis. The 
capital cost consists of energy capacity cost           ($/MW) and power capacity 
cost           ($/MWh). It is then converted into daily cost over CAES life time (Y 
years). The daily cost coefficients for energy capacity    ($/MW/day) and power 
capacity    ($/MWh/day) are found in (4.3) and (4.4), respectively.  
   
         
    
 (4.3) 
   
         
    
 
  
   
 (4.4) 
where the term 
  
   
 is converted from a yearly fixed maintenance cost    
($/MW/year) [25]. 
The operational cost is mainly induced by discharging cost    
  ($/MWh), 
which includes two terms: fuel cost    ($/MMBtu) and variable operation 
maintenance cost      ($/MWh). The coefficient for operational cost is found as 
follows, where parameter    is a heat rate (Btu/kWh). 
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      (4.5) 
4.3 Problem Formulation 
The problem is based on a wind power plant located in ERCOT area. Its hourly 
average load, wind output, and price (in normalized values, from Monday to Sunday) 
in year 2008 are shown in Figure 4.1. It is noted that when system load is at peak 
during day time, price is also high but wind power is comparably low. This implies 
that profit growth may be achieved by using ESS to shift some wind energy from low 
load period to high load period. For this purpose, ESS sizing is very important since it 
will simultaneously affect the cost in investment and revenue in wind generation. 
 
Figure 4.1 Weekly Load, Wind and Energy Price Curves 
In this section, a stochastic programming framework is applied to determine the 
optimal storage sizing. It divides decisions in two stages separated by realization of 
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uncertainties. The first stage decisions are made before random events are known; the 
second stage decisions are made after random events are revealed and are influenced 
by the decisions taken in the first stage. The storage sizing, in terms of energy 
capacity and power capacity, is modeled as the first-stage decision variables. The 
storage operation such as charging and discharging is modeled as the second-stage 
decision variables. Uncertainties from random wind power and energy prices are 
incorporated by some scenarios. Each scenario represents a pair of 24-hour wind 
power and energy price. Associated with the realizations of wind power and price, a 
random variable is defined as  , which is described by a two-dimensional discrete 
probability distribution. For each realization    of  ,             , let    
denote its probability,              .  
In particular, the abovementioned problem is formulated for two situations, 
namely, continuous sizing and discrete sizing. While ESS sizing can be generally 
modeled as continuous variables; in practice, however, an ESS may only be scaled 
according to some standard ratings. For example, an ESS of 100 MWh can only be 
installed by combining several small units, the size of which is fixed at 5 MWh. In the 
following, problem formulation is firstly given for continuous sizing case, and later 
modified to be applicable for the discrete sizing case.  
4.3.1 Continuous Sizing Case 
The problem is written as a two-stage recourse model. The first stage problem is 
to maximize the expected daily profit as: 
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  (4.6) 
s.t.          (4.7) 
                (4.8) 
The second stage problem is formulated as follows, where the terminal time of 
the total horizon is set as     . 
                 
   
  ax      
    
   
   
   
        
   
         
   
       
(4.9) 
s.t.  
    
            ,           (4.10) 
  
               ,           (4.11) 
  
               ,           (4.12) 
      
       
          
      
  
     
    
      ,           (4.13) 
    
          (4.14) 
    
          (4.15) 
    
     
        
        
            
  ,     ,           (4.16) 
  
            
   ,     ,           (4.17) 
    
    ,     ,           (4.18) 
  
        
          
     
         ,     ,           (4.19) 
where the notations seen above are indicated as follows. 
Indices: 
  Scenario index 
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  Time index 
  Total number of scenarios 
Parameters: 
   Probability of scenario   
   A realization of random event  , in scenario   
    
    Transmission capacity from wind power plant to main grid (MW) 
Random variables: 
   Electricity price at hour   ($/MWh) 
   Wind power output at hour   (MW) 
First stage decision variables: 
     Energy capacity of storage (MWh) 
     Power capacity of storage (MW) 
    Initial storage level (MWh) 
Second stage decision variables: 
  
    Output power at hour   (MW) 
  
  Energy storage charging power at hour   (MW) 
  
  Energy storage discharging power at hour   (MW) 
   Energy level of storage at hour   (MWh) 
   Discarded wind power at hour   (MW) 
In function (4.6), parameters    and    are found from (4.3) and (4.4), 
respectively. In constraints (4.14) and (4.15), an initial level     is used to ensure the 
continuity of ESS over each day, considering that storage level at the last hour of a 
day is equal to the level at the first hour of the following day.  
The objective function (4.9) represents a daily operational revenue in scenario 
  . Constraint (4.10) indicates storage level restriction. Constraints (4.11) and (4.12) 
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set power limits for charging and discharging operations, respectively. Constraint 
(4.13) presents storage level transition; the energy increase and decrease are according 
to (4.1) and (4.2), where      hour. Constraint (4.16) is power balance equation. 
Constraint (4.17) restricts the output power within transmission capacity limit.  
Note that the ESS sizing in the formulation above is expressed by continuous 
variables, which need to be modified if only discrete sizing is available. 
4.3.2 Discrete Sizing Case 
Additional integers are introduced to modify the formulation (4.6)-(4.19) in 
Section 4.3.1. Specifically, the first-stage decision variables     ,      and     are 
expressed as integer variables instead in the following.  
           
  (4.20) 
             (4.21) 
          
  (4.22) 
In equations (4.20)-(4.22),   ,    and     are constants denoting the sizing 
parameters of small units,      ,       and      are integer decision variables in the 
first stage. Later in case studies, the effects for both continuous and discrete sizing 
cases will be investigated in terms of solution quality and computational efficiency. 
4.4 Solution Technique 
All possible scenarios representing paths of wind power and energy price would 
be too large to be included in the formulation, leading to a computational challenge in 
solving a deterministic-equivalent problem. A viable approach to reduce the scenario 
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set is through using an sample average approximation (SAA) method. Details of SAA 
can be found in [100]. In this chapter, SAA method is employed to solve the 
aforementioned stochastic optimization problem. SAA requires a Monte Carlo 
sampling process to generate scenarios that adequately capture the underlying 
randomness. In the following, an application of SAA method to our problem is 
presented, followed by the description of scenario generation. 
4.4.1 Sample Average Approximation 
Scenarios are sampled beforehand, and using these scenarios, solutions are 
approximated. Upper bound and lower bound estimates of the optimal objective 
values are computed. The gap between upper and lower bound estimates determines 
solution quality. When upper bound is found to be close enough to lower bound, 
solution is considered optimal or near optimal. The specific procedures of applying 
SAA algorithm to our problem are given in the following steps.  
Step 0: Define the total numbers of batches         for upper and lower bound 
sampling respectively. Also, define the sample size of each batch as     and 
  for upper and lower bound sampling, respectively. Let       and set 
  to a small value as stopping criterion for optimality gap. 
Step 1: Set batch index of upper bound sampling to    . 
Step 2: Use Monte Carlo sampling to generate     realizations for daily wind 
power and price   
      
   , with associated probabilities          , 
where            
 
   
.  
Step 3: Solve the problem (4.6)-(4.19) using   
      




       
      
     
   and objective value    
         
     . 
Step 4: Set index of lower bound sampling to    . 
Step 5: Similar to Step 2, generate another batch of   realizations   
      
 , with 




Step 6: Fix the first stage solution to be   
 , and solve the problem (4.6)-(4.19) using 
  
      
 . Obtain a lower bound objective value    
          
     . 
Step 7: If       go to Step 8, otherwise update       and go to Step 5. 
Step 8: Calculate lower bound sample mean          
    and variance         
    of 
objective vector     
            
     . 
Step 9: If       go to Step 10, otherwise update      , and go to Step 2. 
Step 10: Calculate upper bound sample mean        
  
 and variance       
  
 of 
objective vector     
           
    . 
Step 11: Find an optimality gap        
         
           
  
       
    for             ; 
if conditions                and       
                
     are both 
satisfied, stop the program. Otherwise, set sample size     to a larger value 
   
 
 satisfying condition    
   , and return to Step 1. 
Note that in Step 11, the stopping criterion ensures that the means and variances 
of upper and lower bound estimates are close enough such that their confidence 
intervals are also close. In this circumstance, an approximate solution is considered 
close to its optimum. In particular, the two sided           confidence intervals 
of estimates can be calculated as follows.  







       
       
       
  
    
       
       
       
  






An interval of lower bound estimates associated with an upper bound solution 
  





         
        
         
   
    
          
        
         
   






where the value      satisfies                    , and  ~      . 
4.4.2 Scenario Generation 
The sampling process in Step 2 and Step 5 in Section 4.4.1 is described in this 
section. Time-inhomogeneous Markov models are used to model wind and price, 
assuming their transition probability matrixes are time dependent. The correlation 
between wind and price is incorporated by conditional probability distribution.  
First, the stochastic information is extracted in the following steps. 
Step 0: Collect historical values of hourly wind power and price over X years. Sort 
these data into four sets:            , according to four seasons.  
Step 1: For each season        , use an input data pattern           , and 
conduct the following calculations.  
Step 1.0: Divide input wind and price data at each hour   into   intervals 
from small to large values. Each interval represents a certain level  , 
recorded as   
 
 and   
 
 for wind and price, respectively. 
Step 1.1: Calculate probability transition matrixes   
 ,   
  for wind and 
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price, respectively, as follows. 
  
                 
           
   
                          
(4.25) 
  
                 
           
   
                          
(4.26) 
Step 1.2: At the initial time    , find discrete probability distribution of 
wind        ; then find discrete conditional probability 
distribution of price               given each wind level.  
Step 1.3: Save obtained information   
 ,   
 ,        ,              , 
             into a structure array        ; return        . 
Next, with the stochastic information, a sampling process below is implemented. 
Step 0: For each season        , read corresponding data   
 ,   
 ,        , 
              from        , and conduct the following steps with a 
predefined sample size    . 
Step 0.0: Set hour    , sample a       matrix for wind, written as 
  
  . Each element of   
   is selected by Monte Carlo random 
sampling according to its distribution        .  
Step 0.1: At    , sample a       matrix for price, written as   
  . Each 
element of   
   is selected according to elements of   
   and 
conditional probability distribution              . 
Step 0.2: For each subsequent hour            , generate a       
sample matrix   
   for wind in a sequential manner, according to 




Step 0.3: In the same way as Step 0.2 above, generate a sequence of       
sample matrixes   
   for price based on its transition matrix   
 . 
4.5 Case Studies 
A wind power plant of interest has a peak wind output of 45.87 MW with an 
installed capacity of 81.11 MW. The ERCOT hourly wind and electricity price data 
during year 2007-2008 are used to represent the variability for wind and price patterns. 
An average value of electricity price is 59.35 $/MWh. The highest price can be higher 
than 500 $/MWh, while lowest one can reach even negative under transmission 
congestion. The system load, wind and price patterns are shown in Figure 4.1.  
Characteristics of the proposed CAES are given in Table 4.2 according to 
industrial examples [25]. The computation is performed for both continuous sizing 
and discrete sizing cases. In discrete case, the parameters for unit size are set as 
        ,       ,         . 
The computation is performed in Matlab2010a environment with CPLEX 
optimizer on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo CPU 3.16GHz and 3.25GB RAM. 
Table 4.2 Characteristics of CAES 
Charge Cost:    
    ($/kWh) Discharge Cost:    
       ($/MWh) 
Conversion Efficiency:  
           
Expander – Compressor Factor: 
       
Response Time: 1-10 min Life Time:      (yr) 
Energy Capacity Capital Cost: 
             ($/kWh) 
Power Capacity Capital Cost: 
              ($/kW) 
Fixed O&M Cost:      ($/kWyr) Variable O&M Cost:        ($/MWh) 
Fuel Cost:      ($/MMBtu) Heat Rate:         (Btu/kWh) 
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4.5.1 Base Case Results 
According to steps in Section 4.4.2, the distributions and probability transition 
matrixes are constructed for wind and price. The distributions of their values at each 
hour are represented by 10 discrete intervals. The total number of possible daily paths 




. For each 
season, the predefined sample sizes are 100, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 
4000 for upper bound estimate, and 5000 for lower bound estimate. The upper bound 
estimate is computed for 5 independent batches of samples. Each solution obtained 
from upper bound estimate is used to produce lower bound estimates based on 10 
independent batches of samples. Therefore, the sample size     starts from 100, and 
corresponding parameters are set as       ,      ,       .  
The proposed approach is implemented in Matlab R2010a, with IBM ILOG 
CPLEX Optimizer. For a fair comparison between continuous sizing and discrete 
sizing cases, in each experiment, the same samples are applied for both cases to see 
their solution difference. The tolerance is set as      for stopping criterion. When 
this stopping criterion is reached, the required seasonal sample size reaches 3000. In 
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, the solutions using sample sizes 100, 500, 1500 and 3000 are 
shown for both cases; the 95% confidence intervals of upper and lower bound 
estimates are also given.  
In Table 4.3, the solutions (from the five batches of samples) become closer to 
each other when the sample size is increasing. When sample size reaches 3000, the 
difference among solutions is extremely small. Moreover, as sample size increases, 
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the upper bound intervals become tighter and closer to lower bound intervals; this 
effect indicates that the solutions tend to be close to the actual optimal solutions. 












     
(MWh) 
     
(MW) 




1 352.60 41.17 80.73 24861±472 
2 360.50 42.84 82.33 24682±362 
3 299.33 31.84 83.65 25063±189 
4 300.12 33.43 75.89 25120±158 
5 261.59 29.67 63.38 24972±393 
500×4 12.50s 26206±665 1 311.10 35.11 83.54 25204±452 
2 306.76 35.47 81.23 25223±348 
3 319.21 35.85 77.03 25194±386 
4 329.86 37.38 81.88 25152±195 
5 309.69 33.62 77.04 25083±378 
1500×4 48.55s 25768±271 1 312.49 35.12 79.57 25040±250 
2 312.44 35.41 79.37 25345±211 
3 313.83 35.56 80.72 25269±153 
4 307.28 35.40 77.42 25188±321 
5 319.28 36.19 79.13 25168±257 
3000×4 104.21s 25326±193 1 309.13 35.16 79.48 25102±328 
2 313.09 35.53 78.19 25358±209 
3 309.64 35.20 80.07 25284±168 
4 310.30 35.51 78.84 25297±244 
5 314.64 35.36 80.40 25098±182 
The results of discrete sizing case seen in Table 4.4 are found extremely similar 
to those in continuous case. Compared with continuous case, the solutions at sample 
size 3000×4 are identical when energy and power capacities are integer variables. 
Comparing results in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, the upper bound and lower bound are 
also found very similar in both cases. This implies that the quality of solutions from 
both cases is of similar range. The converged optimal solutions for storage energy 
capacity and power capacity are considered as 310 MWh and 35 MW, respectively. It 
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can be seen that the computational efficiency is acceptable, using an average 
computing time less than two minutes for both cases. The efficiency of the discrete 
case is slightly higher than that of the continuous case. This is probably because, in 
our problem structure, there are only a small number of integer variables, and these 
integer variables imply tighter feasible region for the first stage problem.  












        
(MWh) 
        
(MW) 




1 350 40 79 24885±469 
2 360 45 80 24648±366 
3 280 30 76 24815±198 
4 310 35 78 25129±159 
5 260 30 63 24980±393 
500×4 11.94s 26202±661 1 310 35 83 25205±452 
2 300 35 79 25221±346 
3 310 35 74 25194±383 
4 320 40 81 25161±196 
5 310 35 77 25085±379 
1500×4 44.79s 25766±270 1 310 35 78 25039±250 
2 310 35 78 25344±210 
3 310 35 81 25268±153 
4 310 35 79 25188±321 
5 320 35 77 25163±257 
3000×4 85.17s 25325±194 1 310 35 80 25102±328 
2 310 35 78 25358±208 
3 310 35 80 25284±168 
4 310 35 79 25297±244 
5 310 35 79 25098±181 
4.5.2 Sensitivity Analysis 
Sensitivity analysis is performed in order to investigate the effects from various 
parameters including CAES capital cost, operation cost and wind penetration on the 
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results. In each experiment, one parameter is varied while the rest are kept identical to 
their values in base case; results are found by solving problem with a seasonal sample 
size of 3000, which is considered sufficient according to the test in Section 4.5.1.  
Figure 4.2 shows the total profit value under various capital costs (for power 
capacity and energy capacity, respectively) and fuel costs. It is seen that compared to 
energy capacity capital cost, the changes of power capacity capital cost and fuel cost 
have higher impact on the resultant profit.  
 
Figure 4.2 Total Profit versus Cost Parameters 
The impact from wind level on profit is shown in Figure 4.3, where the average 
amount of profit achieved from per unit wind energy is used as a measure, and the 
profit curve without storage is also shown for comparison. In Figure 4.3, it is seen that 
significant profit growth can be achieved by applying energy storage system. When 
the wind level is extremely high, the profit per unit energy will decrease. This is 
because under high penetration level, wind power has to be discarded more frequently 
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due to the restriction of transmission capacity. This effect can be also reflected in 
Figure 4.4. It is seen that the discarded wind power, as a percentage of total wind 
power, becomes higher when the wind level increases to some degree. 
 
Figure 4.3 Profit versus Wind Level   
 




This chapter investigates an application of energy storage system to a 
grid-connected wind farm for wind energy time-shifting effect. Considering the wind 
farm scale, bulk energy storage – compressed air energy storage (CAES) is identified. 
The problem is to determine the optimal CAES sizing with an objective of 
maximizing expected daily profit of wind energy production. A stochastic 
programming approach is proposed to model this problem, where uncertainties in 
wind energy and electric price, as well as their correlations are considered. The 
problem formulation is established for both continuous storage sizing and discrete 
storage sizing cases. In solving the problem, sample average approximation (SAA) 
technique is adopted to overcome the computational challenge caused by a huge 
number of scenarios in wind and price. With SAA, Monte Carlo simulation is used to 
sample scenarios, which are then used to compute the deterministic-equivalent 
problem; the scenario size is properly adjusted in order to approximate the optimal 
solutions with acceptable accuracy. 
Case studies are performed for both continuous sizing and discrete sizing case. In 
both cases, the solutions are shown to be closer to the true optimal solutions with the 
increase of sample size. The computing time of continuous sizing case is found 
slightly longer than that of discrete sizing case. Sensitivity analysis shows that at 
various wind levels, significant profit growth can be achieved by utilizing energy 
storage. Profit per unit of wind energy will decrease when wind level becomes higher, 
and this is due to the limitation of grid transmission capacity. With wind energy 
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increasing, both transmission upgrade and energy storage enlargement would be 
needed for a wind power plant to maintain its profit per unit of wind energy.  
In addition, with size determined in installation stage, a subsequent problem of 
ESS might be its charging and discharging strategy in operation stage. This problem 



























CHAPTER V: OPTIMAL OPERATION STRATEGY OF 
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM FOR GRID-CONNECTED 
RENEWABLE POWER PLANTS 
5.1 Introduction 
For optimal utilization of energy storage system, an optimal sizing problem is 
addressed in Chapter IV using stochastic programming model. The emphasis of this 
model might be on determining good first-stage solutions rather than obtaining 
appropriate operating policy involved in the second-stage [101]-[103].  
For wind power companies, storage operation policy is a very important 
consideration in achieving optimal trade-off between operation cost and revenue 
growth. This optimal operation problem is challenging due to stochastic behaviors of 
wind power and market prices. The issue of coupling wind power plants with ESS for 
energy time-shifting has been studied in some literature in both planning and 
operation aspects [37], [39]-[41], [104], [105]. However, these techniques are neither 
optimal [40], [104], [105] nor applicable to a large number of wind and price 
scenarios [37], [40], [104].  
 In [40], a number of sample paths for uncertain price need to be obtained 
beforehand. A profit maximization problem is formulated and separately solved to 
find optimal daily operation for each path. An operation strategy is then found from 
an envelope of those daily operations, which provides a preferable operation outline, 
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but can neither indicate operations accurately under various scenarios nor guarantee 
optimality. Moreover, as the number of random variables grows or time horizon 
increases, the size of scenarios will grow substantially, which makes the problem 
computationally intractable. The objective of [39] is to minimize 1) cost from the 
thermal generator operation and 2) cost from ESS installation. The operation policies 
are over-optimistic since future uncertainties are assumed known, which is not valid 
in practice. ESS operations are found as functions of system states with dynamic 
programming [37], [41]; however, a deterministic model in [37] is not suitable for 
decision making under uncertainties. Although uncertainties are included by 
forecasted paths in [41], parametric analysis under different forecast accuracies is still 
not capable of revealing the impact of uncertainties on hourly ESS operation.  
The main challenge of ESS operation is to take a sequential and adaptive action 
according to hour-by-hour realization of wind and market price. Stochastic Dynamic 
Programming (SDP) is one of the mathematical tools that can be used to find such 
hourly policy [106]-[109]. The SDP technique has already been utilized in optimal 
power flow control [110], long-term scheduling of hydrothermal generation [111], 
[112], as well as predictive control of electric vehicles [113], [114]. Its application to 
storage management has been discussed in some literature [115]-[117]. Their 
applicability to the actual systems is limited due to several simplifications of storage 
system modeling, such as relaxation of charging/discharging ramp rate [117], 
neglecting of ESS operating cost as well as energy conversion efficiency [115], [116].  
Without ramp rate constraint, sharp charging and discharging can severely damage 
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ESS and are not allowed in practice [25]. It should be noted that these simplifications 
may lead to a considerable overestimation of optimal profit, and therefore, mislead the 
ESS investment.  
In this chapter, an SDP framework is proposed to achieve the optimal operation 
of ESS for wind energy time-shifting. The hour-by-hour uncertainties from wind and 
energy prices, as well as realistic storage characteristics are considered. Case studies 
demonstrate that the hourly optimal policy allows plant operators to obtain 
considerably higher profits than those from deterministic policy and comparable 
profits to the perfect information model. The contribution of this chapter is twofold. 
First, the SDP-based operation policy adapting to hourly information of wind and 
price is developed. The ESS formulation explicitly incorporates operation cost, 
charging/discharging ramp rate, as well as energy conversion efficiency. The second 
contribution is to apply objective function approximation (OFA) for computing the 
formulated SDP problem. Computational results demonstrate that the OFA method 
can be applied to a considerably large number of scenarios with acceptable computing 
efficiency; see Section 5.3 for more details. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 states the problem formulation; 
Section 5.3 presents the proposed solution method of OFA; Section 5.4 describes the 
SDP solution validation as well as comparisons among SDP and other models; 
Section 5.5 provides the detailed analysis of case studies; and Section 5.6 gives a 
conclusive summary.  
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5.2 Problem Description 
5.2.1 Background 
To construct a theoretically tractable problem, there are two assumptions made in 
advance. 1) A compressed air energy storage (CAES) is used as a storage option for a 
grid-connected wind power plant with an installed capacity of 50-100 MW [99]. The 
CAES provides capacity output in a range of several hours and response time less 
than 0.5 hour [24], [25], [118]. 2) The generation company operating this wind power 
plant is considered as a price taker in the energy market. Assume that its wind power 
production is considerably smaller than the total market capacity [119] and will not 
have any significant impact on the energy price. This is a common assumption found 
in similar studies [117], [120]-[122]. Note that it might not hold for companies 
operating several large scale wind plants. In such a case, the effect of wind production 
on market price will need to be considered according to a combination of factors such 
as wind production, system load demand and power-dispatch rule [105], [123]-[125]. 
The ESS is used to control hourly power output from the power plant according 
to uncertainties in wind production and market price. The SDP technique is applied to 
model these uncertainties and to yield sequential and adaptive optimal decisions on a 
charging/discharging level.  
5.2.2 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Framework 
The SDP algorithm decomposes a sequential decision- making problem into 
several subproblems based on decision time intervals called stages. Uncertainties 
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from stage to stage are incorporated into subproblems. Solutions are determined based 
on information that is completely available at the current stage. 
A decision process under the SDP framework is shown in Figure 5.1. On the 
finite horizon [0, T], the decision stages are [0, 1,…, T-1]. At each stage, the ESS 
levels (states) can be observed. After random information of wind output and energy 
price arrives at the beginning of each stage, the decision to charge or discharge ESS is 
made using current realization. Consequently, the storage level is adjusted from the 
current state to a new state of the next stage (the next time interval). The decision of 
each stage is fully dependent on its revealed information. This property allows the 
operator a flexibility to adjust the storage level accurately according to real-time 
information. Note that the storage levels at the initial and final time are set to be equal. 
This is to ensure continuity of energy level over each horizon. 
 
Figure 5.1 Decision Process of ESS Operation 
The main components of SDP framework are introduced in the following. In 
. . . 
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. . . 
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Future Random Event Node 
. . . 
States of Energy Storage System 





advance, we provide the main notations used this chapter below. 
Indices: 
  Time index 
  Terminal time index 
Sets: 
   Convex set of continuous feasible operating decisions at time   
  Set of the entire admissible policies 
Parameters: 
    Operating cost of storage ($/MWh) 
    
    Transmission capacity (MW) 
   Initial and final energy levels of storage (MWh) 
     Energy capacity of storage (MWh) 
     Power capacity of storage (MW) 
   Ratio of total generated energy to the energy consumed from compressed air 
   Energy conversion efficiency of charging 
   Energy conversion efficiency of discharging 
Variables: 
   Random wind power output at time   (MW) 
   Random electricity price at time   ($/MWh) 
   Energy level of storage at time   (MWh) 
    Charging (     ) or discharging (     ) energy during hour   (MWh) 
   Discarded power during hour   (MW) 
  An optimal operation policy as a sequence of operation decisions 
5.2.2.1 Decision Stages 
The analysis is focused on the daily operation over a horizon of 24 hours. Each 
hour is defined as a decision stage t, where                and the end of the 
horizon is T=24. 
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5.2.2.2 State Variables 
Two state variables are defined at time t: ESS energy level et, and 
two-dimensional discrete random variable ωt = (  ,   ). ωt is described by joint 
probability distribution of random wind    and price   . Assume that the random 
information becomes available at time [t, t+dt], dt→0 before the decision for stage t is 
made, and that the values of state variables are consistent at each stage. A 
time-inhomogeneous Markov model is used to incorporate the uncertainties of hourly 
wind and price. Since wind power and electric price, by nature, are both strongly 
dependent on the time of a day, their transition probabilities can be considered as 
functions of time. A time-inhomogeneous model would enable these stochastic 
characteristics to be captured adequately. Stochasticity and correlations of random 
variables are modeled with probability transition matrix         , where     is the 
probability of transition from state i at time t-1 to state j at time t,            
  
           
  . 
5.2.2.3 Decision Variables 
Two decision variables are defined at each stage: charging or discharging energy 
amount    , and discarded power   . Assume that during a short interval   , the 
output power is       , and that functions     and    are mappings from states 
        to decisions    and   , respectively.  
5.2.3 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Applied to Storage Operation 
5.2.3.1 State Transition Function 
Using CAES characteristics in [25] and [42], the storage energy level is 
described in the following:  
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                        max        
 
    
min        
 t, t=T-1,…,0 
(5.1) 
where energy level at time t+1 is equal to its level at time t plus net energy. With input 
energy     in charge mode, the net energy is   max       . With output energy 
    in discharge mode, the net energy is 
 
    
min       . Note that CAES 
discharges by burning natural gas to expand compressed air [25], [42]. The ratio of 
total generated energy to the energy consumed by compressed air is expressed by a 
factor         . 
5.2.3.2 Objective Function 
The objective is to maximize expected daily profit as seen in the following:  
max
                
                    min       
     
   
  (5.2) 
Hourly profit consists of two components: revenue from output energy          
       in MWh, and operating cost from consuming natural gas in discharge mode 
(operating cost is considered equal to discharging cost,        
 ). The set    
denotes the entire feasible decisions, given a state of        . The state variables are 
supposed to be consistent within each hourly time step. The time step can be adjusted 
to be shorter or longer through tuning the number of decision stages.  
It is impractical to directly compute function (5.2), since a huge number of daily 
scenarios might be involved. The SDP algorithm is used to transform this problem 
into (5.3), which consists of a set of smaller subproblems. Each subproblem is a 
backward recursion function, and each value function    expresses the relationship 
between current states         and optimal profits earned in a subsequent period 
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     , as follows.  
             
                
                              
                ,  t, t=T-1,…,0 
(5.3) 
With random information available at the beginning of each stage  , function 
(5.3) is further written into (5.4), where the term             is one-step transition 
probability function of discrete random variable from time   to time    . For 
simplicity, a term       in (5.5) is used to represent the objective, and it becomes a 
function of states         and decisions          if      is replaced by (5.1). As 
seen in (5.6), an optimal operation policy can be generated as a sequence of functions 
           that map states into decisions. This policy is chosen from a set   
including the entire admissible policies seen in (5.7). 
          max
                
                 min        
                                                                              ,  t, t=T-1,…,0 
(5.4) 
          max
                
                 
                  max
         
       
                                ,  t, t=T-1,…,0 
(5.5) 
                                           (5.6) 
where    ,  
                                           (5.7) 
The formulation can be illustrated in Figure 5.2, where the horizon axis on the 
top shows time steps, the middle layer shows state transitions, and the bottom layer 
shows computation procedures. At stage  , decisions          are made based on 
states        . At next stage    , states             will be determined by states 
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and decisions from previous stage: energy level    evolves into      by state 
transition function           ; random information    evolves into      
following the probability transition function            . With backward induction, 
the computation starts from a smallest subproblem at last stage    , and moves 










Figure 5.2 Illustrative Diagram for Stochastic Dynamic Programming Model  
5.2.3.3 Constraints 
The constraints of this SDP problem consist of two parts. The first part includes 
those representing the temporal dependency for inter-decision stage, as seen in (5.1). 
The second part describes the independent requirement for each decision stage, as 
given in (5.8)-(5.13) in the following. Constraint (5.8) restricts energy level within 
ESS energy capacity, (5.9) and (5.10) ensure the continuity of energy level over each 
day by imposing a constant    for initial and final time steps, (5.11) limits 
charging/discharging rate within ESS power capacity, (5.12) restricts output power of 
this plant within its transmission capacity, and (5.13) sets discarded power to be 
positive. The time interval in (5.11) and (5.1 ) is set as Δt =1 hour. 
… t=0 t=1 t=2 t=T-1 
Stage 0 









(e1, ω1) Stage T-1 
















 JT-1=maxQT-1  J1=maxQ1    J0=maxQ0 … 




                        (5.8) 
      (5.9) 
      (5.10) 
                 ,              (5.11) 
                   
   ,              (5.12) 
    ,             (5.13) 
5.2.3.4 Initial Value Function 
The value function   , as seen in (5.5), is computed from an objective   , which 
includes two parts: profit of current stage and expectation of profit      in a future 
period        . At final stage      , the length of period         is zero, 
which implies that achievable profit      in the subsequent period is also zero. The 
value function is hence initialized in (5.14). Note that when computation reaches the 
first stage 0, the term    will represent an expected profit that is maximized for the 
entire horizon. 
            (5.14) 
5.2.4 Challenges of Stochastic Dynamic Programming Approach 
5.2.4.1 Closed-form Solutions 
Ideally, one would hope to derive closed-form solutions of SDP; however, they 
are rarely available for most problems because functions in real settings are not in 
standard forms that can lead to analytical expressions [108]. In the problem under 
discussion, difficulty in expressing continuous probability distributions for 
time-varying random variables makes the closed-form solutions impractical. As an 
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alternative, numerical solutions are employed. 
A typical numerical method is discretization, which models continuous variables 
as discrete values, and evaluates value function with a rounding process expressed in 
the following: 
  argmin      
   
     
   
    
   
   (5.15) 
At current state xt
(i) and decision Δxt
(j)
, the next state found from its discrete set {xt+1
(n)
} 
is a value xt+1
(k)
 closest to the one determined by transition function f(·). Since the 








, the continuous objectives are approximated as step functions, which would 
thus introduce some errors. Enlarging the number of discrete states can help to reduce 
this error [109]. 
5.2.4.2 Dimensionality 
In the aforementioned discretization approach, a large number of states are 
required for each continuous variable to achieve high solution accuracy, and the size 
of state space grows exponentially with the number of variables. This “curse of 
dimensionality” problem brings a computational challenge to SDP problems. 
Alternative approaches can be considered to alleviate this challenge. For example, 
objective functions can be calculated as continuous ones if they are properly 
approximated with linear interpolation or polynomial interpolation approach [126], 
[127]. In our problem, ESS levels and operations have a nature of continuity such that 
objective functions are continuous on them. To preserve this continuity, the objective 
functions are approximated with piecewise linear interpolation and each subproblem 
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is then solved as a linear programming model. This approach enables SDP to achieve 
acceptable solution accuracy with reduced state size and computational time. Details 
will be given in the next section. 
5.3 Solution Approach using Objective Function Approximation 
 









 =Rt?       
End 
           
t = 0? 
Start 
Initialization 
Find a set    of feasible 
states and let         
Specify a set    of ESS levels 
Initiate feasible state at terminal,         
Initiate value function      
Set stage index       
Set scenario index     
Set current scenario to be       
Set state index     
(a) Approximate objective function of a subproblem 
(b) Transform subproblem into linear 
programming problem and solve it 
i=Nt?       
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Let        ,  
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The proposed objective function approximation (OFA) method is implemented 
according to the flowchart given in Figure 5.3.  
First, probability transition matrixes are constructed, where the number of 
scenarios of random variable    is   , and a scenario corresponding to index   
is                   . In initialization, a set Se of ESS levels is specified in (5.16) 
as approximated states (nodes). This set has N uniformly spaced values within ESS 
capacity limits. At each stage, there are two procedures applied: procedure I generates 
feasible states, and procedure II computes objective functions. Their details are 
described in the following.  
     
           ,      ,          (5.16) 
5.3.1 Procedure I - Feasible States Identification 
As seen in Figure 5.3, for stage t=0, a fixed level E0 is known. For stages 
t=1,…,T-1, their possible ESS energy states by the transitions from time t to time t +1 
are identified as follows: 
Step 0: Given a set           
   
    
     of ESS energy levels for time t+1 with a 
minimum et+1
min
 and maximum et+1
max
, the extreme values of a set St for time 
t are found in (5.17) and (5.18) with backward recursion. In (5.17), the 
maximum state is restricted by power capacity PCap and storage level upper 
limit ECap. In (5.18), the minimum state is restricted by power capacity PCap, 
wind generation and storage level lower limit 0. 
  
    min     
    
 
    




             
                                  (5.18) 
Step 1: From the state set      
            containing all possible energy levels, 
find the values               in the range    
      
    , and obtain a set 
   for energy levels at t as 
      
                  
        
   
    
   (5.19) 
5.3.2 Procedure II - Sub-problems Computation 
It can be proved that the objective functions are concave. Procedure II utilizes 
concavity property of the objective functions in computing subproblems. Under this 
procedure, there are two activities (a) and (b). The algorithm of activity (a) is 
presented in the following steps. 
Step 0: For each ESS energy level   
   
   , find a set     
   
    
     of possible 
transitions according to (5.1). Each element     
   
 can be found as 
   
    
 
  
        
   
   
   
                 
   
   
   
    
                            
(5.20) 
Step 1: The objective function can be written in (5.21), where the term     , seen in 
(5.22), is an unknown function of decision    . Given current scenario 
     , set parameters                  . Substitute pairs     
        
     
and transition probabilities                into (5.22), and find a set 
         
     of discrete points on function     .  
           (5.21) 
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                     min       
                 
    
               
(5.22) 
Step 2: With points     
   
    
     and          
     known, use piecewise linear 
interpolation to construct a function       that approximates the unknown 
    . As given in (5.23),       consists of several segments, where their 
slopes and intercepts are found in (5.24) and (5.25), respectively.  
                , if    
           
     
 
                 
(5.23) 
   
           
   
         
   
 (5.24) 
   
   
             
         
   
         
   
 (5.25) 
The approximate objective     is then written as 
             (5.26) 
The algorithm of activity (b) is presented in the following steps. 
Step 0: Using the concavity property of function   , an approximate function     is 
written in (5.27), as follows: 
                   min
 
            (5.27) 
where    is expressed as an infimum of linear functions obtained in previous 
activity (a).  
Step 1: For the original subproblem Jt, construct an equivalent LP problem with 
decision variables (Δet, dt, z) in the following. 
   max    max        (5.28) 
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s.t.               ,                   (5.29) 
   
           
       (5.30) 
                 ,      (5.31) 
                   
   ,      (5.32) 
     (5.33) 
where constraint (5.30) ensures the feasibility of next state et+1, and 
(5.31)-(5.33) are according to (5.11)-(5.13).  
Step 2: Solve this LP problem with CPLEX Optimizer. Save optimal solution 
    
    
   and objective profit value      
              
 
. 
5.4 Solution Validation and Comparison 
5.4.1 Validating Objective Function Approximation with State Enumeration 
To validate the solutions of the OFA method, the state enumeration approach is 




) are enumerated from their 
discrete sets, and the one that gives the best objective value will be simply chosen. 
The comparison of state enumeration and OFA is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The 
dotted curve represents an unknown concave mapping      , where the function 
  is to be maximized in order to maximize   , according to (5.21)-(5.22). Assume 
that six states     
    
   
 
are known to obtain values       
   
 
and that the feasible 







. The optimal point can 
be visibly observed as an intersection of function       and function  . 
With state enumeration, within feasible decisions {Δet
(2), Δet
(3)
}, a maximum 
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objective value is y
(3) at Δet=Δet
(3)
. In OFA, an approximate function    in solid line is 
found to preserve the continuity, monotonicity and concavity of an unknown  .    
consists of 5 segments              
 , where β1, β2, β3 > 0 and β4, β5 < 0. On 
interval [a, b],    attains its maximum β3b+α3 at Δet = b. The fact β3b+α3 > y
(3) 
indicates that OFA can achieve solutions and value functions    more accurately than 
state enumeration. Higher accuracy in function    will subsequently increase solution 
quality at stage t-1.  
 
Figure 5.4 Illustrative Example Comparing State Enumeration with OFA 
5.4.2 Comparing Stochastic Dynamic Programming Model to Other Models 
A variety of optimization techniques for operation problems with renewable 
generation are well developed - some are in the field of evolutionary computation (EC) 
such as genetic algorithm [128], particle swarm optimization algorithm [129]-[131], 
and evolutionary programming [131]; others are in the field of mathematical 
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programming such as linear (integer) programming [132]-[136] and dynamic 
programming [37], [41], [137], [138]. The EC-based techniques are usually used as an 
efficient tool for large-scale, non-linear and non-convex problems, but they can not 
ensure the optimality of solution. On the other hand, mathematical programming 
approaches can produce global optimum; with development in algorithm efficiency 
and computer technology, their applicability in practice is being broadened [108].  
In this section, performance comparisons are conducted among the proposed 
SDP method and other methods, which are based on deterministic (DET) model, 
perfect information (PI) model, heuristic operating rule-based (HO) model, and 
look-ahead optimization (LO) model, respectively. As the EC-based algorithms can 
not strictly guarantee optimality, they are not considered as benchmarks or alternative 
solution methods, even though their superiority for highly complex problems has been 
well recognized.  
It should be pointed out that all of the methods under comparison can achieve 
optimal solution; a main difference is that they are based on different models 
incorporating system uncertainties. In assessing their performances, the benchmarking 
that we intend to demonstrate is to illustrate how the solution quality will change with 
different representation of uncertainties [139]-[141]. For example, the solution from 
perfect information model (representing an ideal case) provides an upper bound of 
profit; it can serve as a reference measuring the performances of other methods. Our 
focus in this context is only on the performance gaps under various uncertain models 
but not on optimization techniques themselves (ability in finding optimum).  
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Specifically, the performance comparison is based on Monte Carlo simulations, 
where paths of 24-hour wind and price are sampled out based on their probability 
transition matrixes. For each model under comparison, its expected daily profit is 
estimated as follows: 
   
 
  
        
    
   
 (5.34) 
where ProfitD is a profit of sample day D, and ND is the total number of sample days. 
In the following (Sections 5.4.2.1 – 5.4.2.5), an explicit description is given for 
each model.  
5.4.2.1 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Model 
For each known state including ESS level     and a random realization     
at hour t of sample day D, the corresponding operations in the simulation environment, 
denoted by a decision vector    
       
     
    can be found from a 
predetermined SDP solution array. Specifically, a sample     is identified in the 
scenario set to give a solution set        
     
   
  
 associated with the known ESS 
state set    
   
    
  . Then for a certain ESS level    , its operations are found in (5.35) 
with linear interpolation from two states (  
   
,  
     
) and their associated solutions 
       
           
       . These two states, satisfying   
   
       
     
, are found 
as the adjacent points of     from ESS state set    
   
    
  . With current energy level 
    and optimal decision    
  known, a level       at next hour is found 
sequentially. The profit of a sample day D, based on a daily sequence of operations, is 
then calculated in (5.36). 
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 (5.35) 
                 
      
         min       
  
     
   
 (5.36) 
5.4.2.2 Deterministic Model 
DET model is an SDP model without price uncertainties. While the wind power 
is included stochastically by random variable      , electricity price is considered 
deterministically using its mean    . Note that ideally a deterministic problem might 
be analyzed using mean values of both wind and price. However, optimal solutions 
based on mean values of wind may not be applicable, because charging power 
        in constraint (5.12) is restricted to be no larger than wind power. If wind 
parameter is fixed at its mean     , an optimal decision     satisfying          may 
violate         for a randomly sampled wind value    . 
5.4.2.3 Perfect Information Model 
This model represents an ideal case where future information is assessable. This 
means that daily operational decisions are made after randomness of 24-hour wind 
and price is completely known. Given perfect information (a sample path of wind and 
price) of each day D, an independent problem of maximizing daily profit is computed 
with linear programming to obtain an optimal profit as ProfitD. The solution from PI 
model is commonly used as a reference to benchmark the solution quality of other 
uncertainty models under analysis.  
5.4.2.4 Heuristic Operating Rule-based Model 
The ESS operation can be simply determined by heuristic rules. For example, an 
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algorithm based on reference prices is applied in the following steps. 
Step 0: Set two reference prices refmin and refmax for each season according to its 





 percentile of the historical price values, respectively.  
Step 1: The ESS charging (Δet>0) and discharging (Δet<0) is then determined by 
comparing a current price value to the reference prices in (5.37), where the 
notations are the same as those introduced in Section 5.2.2. 
            
       
  
         , if           
(5.37)     =   0, if                  
                             
       , if           
Equation (5.37) indicates that wind energy is stored when price is less than a 
lower level refmin, and will be discharged back to the grid when price becomes 
higher than an upper level refmax. 
5.4.2.5 Look-ahead Optimization Model 
Look-ahead optimization (LO) algorithm, derived from model predictive control 
(MPC) [142] [143], has been recently applied to storage problems [144], [145]. In a 
discrete time frame, it utilizes a moving horizon (also known as receding horizon) 
control strategy with multi-time step decisions; each step takes current observable 
state and predicted future behavior into account. Details of this algorithm can be 
found in [144], [145]. As comparison to SDP approach, LO algorithm is applied to our 
problem. Its process is illustrated in Figure 5.5, where a prediction horizon of Np-hour 
interval is predefined. At hour t, a linear programming problem of maximizing profit 
of horizon [t, t+Np] is calculated using the known states (levels of ESS, wind and 
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price) at current hour t and predicted states at hours t+1,…,t+Np; only the operational 
solution of hour t is applied, obtaining a profit of hour t that counts towards the total 
daily profit. At next hour t+1, system state (levels of ESS, wind and price) is updated, 
and the same process is repeated for next horizon [t+1, t+Np+1].  
 
Figure 5.5 Illustration of Look-ahead Optimization Algorithm 
5.5 Case Studies 
Case studies are conducted on a wind power plant using ERCOT data in year 
2008, where the peak wind power output is 45.87 MW with an installed capacity of 
81.11 MW. Market prices of wind resource in a rich-wind western zone are applied. 
Using parameters in [42], we set energy capacity ECap = 310 MWh, power capacity 
PCap= 35 MW, and initial level E0 = 25.48%ECap. The conversion efficiency of CAES 
is set as ηc=ηd=85% [25], [31]. Note that the initial level is set comparably low, which 
gives enough space to store energy during early hours of a day with sufficient wind 
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generation. As the price variability is found considerably higher than wind variability, 
3 and 15 levels (scenarios) are used to represent random wind and price at each hour, 
respectively. The stochastic characteristics, including joint probabilities and transition 
probabilities, are extracted from the ERCOT historical dataset. Assume that the 
historical properties of random wind and price are representative enough to reflect 
their actual stochastic behaviors in the future; hence, the prediction error in the 
estimated stochastic characteristics is not considered in our analysis. The computation 
is performed for each season based on its wind and price patterns. The programs are 
run in Matlab2010a environment with CPLEX optimizer on a PC with Intel Core2 
Duo CPU 3.16GHz and 3.25GB RAM. 
5.5.1 Result Validation of Stochastic Dynamic Programming Approach 
Assume that sufficient solution accuracy is achieved by state enumeration with 
10000 discrete states. The results obtained from this approach are thus used as 
benchmark solutions. The expected daily profit V is calculated in (5.38) with respect 
to random variable ω0 that depends on wind and price level at the beginning time t=0.  
            
  
       (5.38) 
The resultant profit values are shown in Table 5.1, where profits without ESS as 
well as percentages of profit growth are also given. 
Table 5.1 shows that significant profit growth can be achieved with integration of 
ESS. Higher profit growths exist in winter and spring because of the higher level of 
wind generation. During these seasons, there exist very low or negative prices, 
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signaling the wind company to reduce its excess injection to stabilize the grid [120]. 
The use of ESS for wind energy time-shifting is more beneficial when the low price 
of wind energy happens more frequently. 
Table 5.1 Results without ESS and Results with ESS Using SDP 
 Winter Spring Summer Fall 




15.764 13.657 23.822 10.901 
Expected Daily Profit with ESS 
using SDP (V value, ×10
3
$) 
29.936 28.850 35.659 19.245 
Increased Percentage 89.9% 111.25% 49.69% 76.54% 
The computing time using 10000 states is around 20 hours for each season, 
which makes SDP computationally expensive. To reduce the computational cost, the 
state size needs to be smaller. We start with a small number of states, and increase it 
until sufficient accuracy is reached. The solution accuracy is measured by percentage 
error in the following: 
      
  
  
        
 
      
                   (5.39) 
where m is seasonal index,   
  and       
  are profits with state size N and 
benchmark solutions, respectively. The computation is stopped when the condition 
            
      is satisfied, where a small threshold is set as       . The 
SDP results are shown in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 for state enumeration and OFA 






Table 5.2 Results from SDP with State Enumeration Method 
State 
Size N 
Expected Daily Profit (×10
3
$) Mean CPU 









































Table 5.3 Results from SDP with OFA Method 
State 
Size N 
Expected Daily Profit (×10
3
$) Mean CPU 































Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 show that as the state size N increases, optimal profits 
from both approaches become higher and closer to the benchmark values. Compared 
with state enumeration, the OFA method uses a much less number of states and 
shorter computing time to reach convergence because it utilizes function continuity to 
find solutions closer to optimal solutions. This comparison demonstrates the earlier 
analysis given in Figure 5.4. It is observed from Table 5.3 that good-quality solutions 
are achieved with a small state size of 40, and this reflects that the dimensionality 
problem is alleviated with the use of OFA. 
5.5.2 Optimal Operation Strategy 
To investigate ESS operation strategy under various scenarios, the hour-by-hour 
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ESS optimal operation for winter is summarized in Appendix B. In the following, a 
sample of optimal operation extracted from Table B.1 is shown in Table 5.4. To give 
compact results under space limitation, the horizon is classified into four periods 
based on fluctuating patterns of wind and price: hours 0-5, hours 6-12, hours 13-19 
and hours 20-23. Peak wind normally exists in period 1 and peak price normally 
exists in period 3. For each period, an hour is chosen to give a good representative of 
ESS operation. The hourly wind and price are simply divided into three levels - high 
(H), medium ( ), and low (L); the operations are classified into “Charge”, “Idle” and 
“Discharge”, where the term “N.A” denotes a nonexistent scenario. The operations 
are determined by comparing ESS level “l” to some threshold conditions (%). For 
example, at wind level “L” and price level “H”, the operation at hour 9 is “Charge (l 
<13%), Idle (13% ≤ l < 34%), Discharge (l ≥ 3 %)”. This means that if ESS level is 
below 13%, optimal policy is to charge ESS. If it is between 13% and 34%, then leave 
ESS idle, and if it is higher than 34%, then discharge ESS. 
We first observe operations from hour to hour. At hour 2, charging is the best 
strategy for most scenarios due to the condition of low price, high wind and low initial 
storage level at that time. At hour 9, as price rises and wind power drops, the ESS is 
occasionally used for power supply. At hour 18, as peak price arrives, discharging 
becomes more frequent. At hour 22, the main strategy is to adjust the energy level 









Storage Operations at Various Energy Levels l in Percentages of Energy Capacity,            ×100% 
Hour 2  
of Period 1 
Hour 9  
of Period 2 
Hour 18  
of Period 3 
Hour 22  
of Period 4 
L L Charge Charge 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
N.A. 
L M Charge 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
L H Idle 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
M L Charge 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ); and 
discard some wind power. 
Discharge (     ); and 
discard discharged power and 
wind power. 
M M Charge 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
M H Idle 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
H L Charge 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ); and 
discard some wind power. 
Discharge (     ); and 
discard discharged power and 
wind power. 
H M 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Idle (         ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
H H N.A. 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Charge (     ) 
Discharge (     ) 
Next, we observe operations from scenario to scenario. At hour 2 and hour 22, 
price level affects operations more significantly than wind level. Specifically, wind 
power is discarded if very low price exists at night (hour 22). At hour 9 and hour 18, 
wind and price both affect operations to a considerable degree and in a similar trend. 
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At a certain level l, either a higher price level or wind level can bring a storage status 
from “charge” to “idle” and even to “discharge”. In period 2 and period 3, a higher 
wind level creates more incentives for discharging because it implies a higher wind 
level in subsequent hours, which can provide sufficient compensation for energy 
discharged in early hours. 
5.5.3 Comparison of Simulation Results for Different Models 
Monte Carlo simulations are run to evaluate scenario-based results from different 
models. For each season, 10 independent batches of daily paths are sampled, each of 
size ND = 5000. These paths are then used to find the profits from SDP, DET, PI, HO 
and LO models, respectively. For the SDP and DET models, solutions from OFA 
using a state size of 40 are applied. For the LO model, its prediction horizon is set to 
be 6 hours, and the random prediction errors for wind and price are set as 10% and 
15%, respectively [146], [147].  
5.5.3.1 Profit Expectations 
We find the expected profit of each batch in (5.34), and obtain a two-sided 95% 
confidence interval for 10 estimates from 10 batches. Results are shown in Table 5.5, 
where confidence intervals (±) are shown below mean values. As seen in Table 5.5, 
the expected profit per year, found from the results of 2×10
5
 sampled days (50000 
sampled days per seasonal pattern) in simulation, is also given for each model. Note 






Table 5.5 Simulation Results using Solutions of Various Models 
Model 


























































Table 5.5 shows that the confidence intervals are very tight, and this effect 
indicates that the sample size is large enough to reflect the actual objective values. 
Profits from the SDP model are very close to the converged values in Table 5.3. This 
demonstrates that the SDP policy successfully achieves the desired profits in the 
simulated environment. Compared with SDP model, the PI model produces slightly 
higher profits due to its ideal assumption, e.g. current decisions are made with 
complete knowledge of future outcomes. On the other hand, the DET and HO models 
produce considerably lower profits since the price randomness is not properly 
incorporated. It is also found that the profits from LO model are slightly lower than 
those from SDP model. This is because, even though LO model can adapt operation to 
the uncertain wind and price in a future time, its solution is only an optimum for each 
prediction horizon (6-hour) but not for an entire planning horizon (24-hour). The 
profit gap between SDP and PI models, as well as the gap between DET and SDP 
models, clearly reflects the increase of value of information. The gap between DET 
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and SDP models is found comparably high in winter and spring. This is due to the 
high uncertainty levels of energy price during these seasons. 
5.5.3.2 Profit Distributions 
The daily profits from four seasons are combined to show their distributions in 
Figure 5.6, where distribution of profits without ESS is also shown.  
 
Figure 5.6 Distributions of Daily Profits in Various Models 
Without ESS, the wind producer has a much higher probability of encountering 
profit loss, which is due to the negative prices imposed on excess wind energy. With 
ESS, the profit distribution has been altered (to the right) with some degrees when 
applying the strategies provided by various models. Specifically, the altering effect 
achieved by HO model is the weakest compared to the effects achieved by other 
models – SDP, DET, PI and LO. Compared with DET, HO and LO models, the SDP 
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model better avoids profit loss and enlarge the probability for achieving high profit. It 
is also seen in Figure 5.6 that the distribution with SDP model is the closest to the one 
with PI model. In particular, negative profits are completely avoided in PI model. This 
is because when the information of future price is perfectly known to the operator, one 
can avoid such loss (due to negative price) at least through discarding all the wind 
energy without using storage.  
5.5.3.3 Operation Trajectories 
Figure 5.7 shows some typical trajectories in winter and spring for each model, 
where the wind path is shown as a solid line and the price path as a dotted line. Note 
that in HO model, the ESS energy level at final hour is not restricted to be its initial 
level at initial hour, as the charging and discharging decision in HO model is fully 
dependent on price signals (a comparison between current price and fixed reference), 
which by nature can possibly lead to any energy level other than a fixed initial level.    
In Figure 5.7, it is found that the price fluctuation has a great impact on ESS 
operational decisions such that ESS charges at a valley price point and discharges at a 
peak price point. Wind fluctuation, on the other hand, mainly influences the amount of 
energy being shifted. For example, the trajectories of SDP and PI models in Figure 
5.7(a) indicate that the high wind power output during hour 0-hour 8 can result in high 
storage levels at hour 9 as ESS keeps charging in this time duration. 
As observed in Figure 5.7, a particular feature of LO model is that its solution is 
adaptive to wind and price series within several hours (whereas the SDP solution can 
adapt to wind and price over an entire horizon). For example, within a period from 
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hour 8 to hour 12, the LO model in Figure 5.7(a) indicates a charging action and later 
a discharging action to cope with a local valley and peak price during that period, 
respectively. This reflects that the moving horizon scheme used in LO model performs 
optimization only for a short future period instead of the entire horizon. 
 




(b) Trajectories in Spring 
Figure 5.7 Trajectories in Various Models 
Compared with DET model, SDP model determines ESS trajectories much closer 
to those determined by PI model. This implies that SDP model can accurately adjust 
decisions through repeatedly updating the observed information of wind and price. 
We consider the trajectory of SDP model in Figure 5.7(b) for example: ESS stops 
absorbing energy at hour 4 as it realizes that the price, instead of staying low, becomes 
higher and higher. At hour 6, ESS discharges to cope with a peak price at that time, 
and then stays idle soon. Later during hour 18-19, another peak price exists again and 
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ESS begins to discharge. Compared to the PI model, this discharging is not that deep, 
because wind power afterwards is uncertain and ESS could not go back to its initial 
level if wind generation is not sufficient for compensation.  
5.5.3.4 Discussion 
The abovementioned SDP, DET, HO and LO models, as reflected by simulation 
analysis, exhibit different features in handling the operation problem.  
DET and HO models are computationally faster than SDP model. However, with 
fixed operation policies, their solutions do not possess an ability of adapting to 
uncertainties, and thus can hardly be optimal or near-optimal, leading to considerably 
lower objective profits.  
Unlike DET and HO models, the LO model, with timely estimation of future 
outcomes, can find solutions of better quality, which well adapt to uncertainties 
arising in a future period. However, the performance of LO model is affected by its 
prediction mechanism (such as accuracy and horizon length of prediction). In addition, 
as LO model solves a deterministic optimization problem over each short truncation 
(the prediction horizon) of a total plan horizon, its solution is only a suboptimum 
considering an entire decision-making sequence.  
In SDP model, the abovementioned issues are not involved. SDP computes a 
sequential decision-making problem over its entire planning horizon with explicit 
incorporation of uncertain characteristics. In this manner, it gives solutions highly 
adaptive to various outcomes of uncertain events from period to period, and 
meanwhile, it retains the global optimality of solutions. Due to this effect, the SDP 
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model, when compared with DET, HO and LO models, is shown to attain higher 
objective profits and achieve solutions closer to those from perfect information model. 
It should be noted that a main disadvantage of SDP model is the “curse of 
dimensionality” [106], [107], [127]. This problem is generally contributed by two 
factors. The first one is the size of discrete states required to reach results of 
acceptable accuracy (in this chapter, these states refer to the energy levels of ESS). 
The second factor is the number of scenarios representing a joint probability 
distribution of random variables at each subproblem (in this chapter, these scenarios 
refer to the possible combinations of wind and price at each hour). The required size 
of states can be effectively reduced by the objective function approximation as 
presented earlier. However, the computational time will still increase exponentially 
with the dimensions of random variables. For example, assume that an ESS is used in 
a transmission system that includes a considerable number of load buses. At each hour, 
a huge number of load scenarios (various combinations of bus loads) will be involved 
such that the SDP-based ESS operation may require high computational cost. 
Another minor drawback of SDP approach is related to the task of identifying the 
optimal substructures [107] [148]. SDP approach is only applicable to problems that 
can be decomposed into optimal substructures formulated in a form of recursive 
functions. For some complex problems, identifying these substructures might be 
relatively challenging.    
5.6 Summary 
This chapter investigates an optimal operation problem of ESS in a 
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grid-connected wind power plant. An SDP approach is proposed to model the problem 
and achieve optimal operation policy. A distinct advantage of the proposed SDP 
model over other models is that it enables the ESS optimal operation to be greatly 
adaptive to hourly wind and electric price with both high variability and uncertainty. 
As a result, a higher profit can be achieved from the SDP model than from other 
models – deterministic model, heuristic operation model, and look-ahead optimization 
model. This effect has been demonstrated by case studies using ERCOT data. Result 
comparison also shows that the SDP model performs slightly worse than perfect 
information (PI) model. It should be noted that a PI model requires the uncertainties 
of 24-hour wind and price to be completely known with 0% error, which could hardly 
be achieved in the actual operation. 
In solving the SDP problem, an OFA method is proposed to overcome the curse 
of dimensionality and improve the SDP computational efficiency. The objective 
function is approximated by a piece-wise linear function so that each subproblem of 
SDP can be solved with LP. This OFA approach is shown to be effective in solving a 
large number of wind and price scenarios. It is worth noting that the SDP 
computational time would grow exponentially with the increase in dimensions of 
random variables. For cases involving a high dimensional random vector, the 
computation of SDP approach may need to be further explored. 
As CAES has a cavern requirement, for plant owners it might be worthwhile to 
consider other options as well, such as batteries. With minor modification on ESS 
characteristics, the proposed formulation can be applied to other storage options. It is 
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also noted that for wind farms with lower installed capacities, smaller ESS would be 
required to achieve good balance between cost and revenue [31], [42]. In particular, 
for very small farms (e.g. in several kilowatts), the profit growth from wind energy 
time-shifting may be insignificant. Alternatively, ESS such as batteries and flywheel, 
with rapid response time, would be suitable for other applications such as frequency 
regulation [149]–[151]. The study on ESS operation for these issues will be one of the 
important directions of future work.  
In addition, the focus in this chapter is on a single wind power plant with an 
assumption that its output power will not impact market prices. This assumption will 
hold as long as the plant capacity is small compared to the total market capacity. For a 
wind generation company owning several large plants, its impact on prices might 









CHAPTER VI: ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS APPLIED 
FOR ANCILLARY SERVICES AND RENEWABLE 
UTILIZATION ENHANCEMENT 
In Chapters IV and V, the utilization of energy storage system (ESS) is analyzed 
for an application of renewable energy time-shifting. In this chapter, the analysis 
focuses on two additional applications - ancillary services and renewable utilization 
enhancement. Their details are presented in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2, respectively. 
6.1 Operation of Coupling Energy Storage System with Wind Power 
Plants to Provide Ancillary Services  
6.1.1 Background 
Besides energy time-shifting in hourly time scale, there are several other 
applications that can be provided by ESS. One of the most important applications is 
ancillary services [24], [25], [33], [92], [153] in a time scale from seconds to minutes.  
Ancillary services are functions necessary to support transmission capacity, and 
maintain power quality as well as grid security, given the obligations of control areas. 
Ancillary services consist of several types including frequency regulation, spinning 
reserve and non-spinning reserve. Frequency regulation (FR) makes the instantaneous 
power generation and system load remain in a balance from second to second or 
minute to minute, in order to avoid system frequency deviation. FR represents a 
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highest-value ancillary service that gives a primary solution to handle the mismatch 
between power supply and demand [33], [154].  
For ESS investors, a very common practice might be using it for a specific 
functionality with a distinct benefit, however, for a higher return, more benefits might 
be achieved by multiple functions of ESS [155]-[157] if they are allowed by ESS 
characteristics. Specifically, a battery energy storage system (BESS), primarily used 
for renewable energy time-shifting, can also deliver ancillary services for power grids 
with fast response ability (several milliseconds). As such, for renewable power 
producers, extra profits can be captured from selling ancillary services in addition to 
those from renewable energy time-shifting. 
In this section, we investigate the operation of BESS for ancillary services as an 
extra function provided by wind power plants to the external grid. A BESS is used for 
ancillary services (AS) in instantaneous time scale while operated for wind energy 
time-shifting (WTS) in hourly time scale. In this manner, profit flows from both AS 
and WTS can be achieved in multiple time scales. Using CAISO (California 
Independent System Operator) data, case studies demonstrate that using BESS for 
provision of AS can achieve a significant profit growth for a grid-connected wind 
power plant. The optimal operation policy is to continuously use BESS for AS except 
for some time periods with very high fluctuation of electricity price; during these 
periods, it is preferable to use BESS for WTS instead. 
This section is organized as follows. Section 6.1.2 presents the problem 
formulation, Section 6.1.3 shows computational results, and Section 6.1.4 summarizes 
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the analysis performed. 
6.1.2 Problem Formulation 
In Figure 6.1, a diagram illustrates a BESS coupled with a grid-connected wind 
power plant. As shown by the energy flow, wind energy time-shifting can be achieved 
by energy exchange between BESS and wind generation, and meanwhile, the 
ancillary services procured by the main grid can be provided by BESS. The BESS is 
assumed to be able to track the regulation signal sent from the grid.  
The wind power plant may consider two schemes for using a BESS of limited 
capacity: the first scheme is to use BESS for both timely shifting wind energy and 
ancillary services; the second scheme is to use BESS for wind energy time-shifting 
only. The formulation of each scheme is introduced in the following.  
 
Figure 6.1 Grid-connected Wind Generation Coupled with a BESS  
- ESS for Both Wind Energy Time-shifting and Ancillary Services 
The ESS capacity used for ancillary services (AS) would inevitably reduce its 
capacity used for wind energy time-shifting (WTS) purpose. In order to achieve an 
optimal trade-off in operation, the wind power plant has to determine the right 















While ESS may be used for various ancillary services, we focus on frequency 
regulation (FR) service as it represents a most valuable service with the fastest 
response capability. FR service can be classified into regulation up and regulation 
down services; from a baseline level, the former one is responsible for increasing 
generation, and latter one for reducing generation. In our analysis, regulation up and 
down services are considered as separate markets. At time t, the wind power plant 
sells reserve capacities   
   and   
   to the grid for regulation up and regulation 
down services, respectively. Within a certain reserve capacity (  
   or   
  ), ESS can 
be quickly charged or discharged coping with the regulation signal.  
We assume that the wind power plant, without contractual obligation, can decide 
regulation capacities offered to the grid on its own; by offering a regulation capacity, 
the plant will receive a capacity payment made by the grid. According to the market 
process [158]-[160], regulation capacity is a main payment made by CAISO to the 
regulation resources. In the formulation, we simply incorporate this payment as a 
main revenue indicator. Note that in practice, other contractual restrictions might be 
imposed by ISO and will need to be accommodated. In real-time, the actual energy 
used for regulation purpose is a fraction of the reserved energy amount. We use    
and    to denote the average ratios of used energy to reserved energy in regulation 
up and down processes, respectively.  
Let decisions be made at hourly time intervals; the problem objective, as seen in 
(6.1), is to maximize a total profit achieved from WTS and AS over a horizon [0, T], 
subject to constraints in (6.2)-(6.13). Assuming that the knowledge of daily price is 
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observable, we formulate the problem (6.1)-(6.13) in a deterministic model solved by 
linear programming. We use this model to simply illustrate the applicability of 
multiple time scale operation of ESS. The associated solution is supposed to represent 
the best-case results indicating an upper bound of profit. It can serve as a benchmark 
evaluating the maximum profit achievable from ESS.   
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   Wind power output at time t (MW) 
  
    Locational marginal price (LMP) of energy at time t ($/MWh) 
   
  Operation cost of charging ($/MWh) 
   
  Operation cost of discharging ($/MWh) 
  
  Price of reserve capacity for regulation up at time t ($/MW) 
  
  Price of reserve capacity for regulation down at time t ($/MW) 
   Ratio of used energy to reserved energy for regulation up 
   Ratio of used energy to reserved energy for regulation down 
   Energy conversion efficiency of charging 
   Energy conversion efficiency of discharging 
     Energy capacity of storage (MWh) 
     Power capacity of storage (MW) 
   Initial and final energy levels of storage (MWh) 
    
    Transmission capacity (MW) 
Decision variables: 
  
  Energy storage charging power at time t (MW) 
  
  Energy storage discharging power at time t (MW) 
   Discarded power at time t (MW) 
  
   Reserve capacity for regulation up service at time t (MW) 
  
   Reserve capacity for regulation down service at time t (MW) 
   Energy level of storage at time t (MWh) 
Function (6.1) expresses hourly profit into two terms. The first term        
  
    
    
       
   
     
   
  is a profit from selling wind energy at locational 
marginal price   
   . The second term   
   
     
   
       
     
       
   
    
     
       
   is a profit from selling storage capacities   
   and   
   for 
regulation up and down services. Constraint (6.2) gives transition function for storage 
energy level, (6.3) restricts storage level within its capacity, (6.4) and (6.5) ensure the 
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continuity of energy level over each day by imposing a constant    for initial and 
final time steps, (6.6) and (6.7) imposes capacity limits for storage maximum 
charging and discharging rates, respectively, (6.8) and (6.9) limits regulation up/down 
capacities within ESS power capacity, (6.10) and (6.11) limits WTS 
charging/discharging rates within ESS power capacity, (6.12) restricts output power 
within transmission capacity, and (6.13) sets discarded power to be positive. 
Note that in the formulation above, decision (ESS charging and discharging rate) 
of WTS and decision (ESS reserve capacities for regulation up and down) of AS are 
both updated at hourly time step, during which their values are kept consistent. In this 
manner, the inter-temporal couplings of WTS and AS are incorporated through their 
hourly profits contributing to the objective function, as well as their hourly decisions 
commonly restricted by ESS capacity limits, e.g. (6.2), (6.6), and (6.7). 
- ESS for Only Wind Energy Time-shifting 
The formulation of using ESS for WTS is given in (6.14)-(6.20), where the 
objective is to maximize a total profit achieved merely from WTS; parameters and 
variables involved in ancillary services are excluded; all the other notations and 
constraints are the same as those seen in (6.1)-(6.13).    
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      (6.17) 
      (6.18) 
    
                    (6.19) 
    
                    (6.20) 
          
    
      
   ,              (6.21) 
                  (6.22) 
6.1.3 Computational Results 
The analysis is performed using weekly data (from July 1st to July 7th, 2013) 
from CAISO [161]. Hourly values of wind power output, electric price (locational 
Marginal Price) and ancillary service price (regulation up/down price) in South of 
Path 15 (SP15) zone are applied. The regulation up/down efficiency parameters are 
          . The wind power has an average output of 15.82 MW and a peak 
output of 35.51 W. According to Southern California Edison’s wind energy storage 
project [162], the ESS capacities are set as ECap=32 MWh, PCap=8 MW, and other 
parameters are set as E0=25%ECap, ηc=ηd=90% (round trip efficiency of 81%), 
   
 =   
 =2.85 $/MWh [25] [31] [163]. Note that for safety reason batteries may not 
be allowed to be fully charged or deeply discharged, the capacity value 32 MWh here 
is used to represent a safe operating range of ESS.  
Table 6.1 shows the profit results under different situations. Without ESS, result 
is simply found as a profit by selling wind energy in the electricity market. With ESS, 
results from the aforementioned two schemes are compared to that found without ESS, 
where an associated profit increase is given in brackets below.  
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It is seen that the profit increase from using ESS for both WTS and AS is 
significantly (almost 2 times) higher than that from using ESS for WTS only. This is 
because during most of the periods with moderate fluctuations of LMP, the profit 
obtained from WTS would be lower than that from AS. As a result, the total profit 
would be higher if the opportunity of using ESS for WTS can be properly reduced to 
give a higher opportunity of using ESS for AS. This effect will also be reflected by 
the optimal solutions revealed later.  
Table 6.1 Results of Profits with and without ESS  
 Without 
ESS 
Using ESS for Wind 
Energy Time-shifting Only 
Using ESS for both Wind Energy 
Time-shifting and Ancillary Services 
Profit ($) 114468 
123706 
(Profit Increase: 9238) 
135189 
(Profit Increase: 20721) 
 Figure 6.2 shows the optimal trajectories of ESS according to the fluctuating 
LMP, regulation price and wind energy. For each day, it is seen that the wind output 
reaches its peak at night, while LMP and regulation up price reach their peaks almost 
at the same period during day time. Corresponding to the wind and price information, 
the ESS operation follows a daily cycle in an order of charging and then discharging. 
Compared to using ESS for WST only, the charging and discharging rates (slopes of 
increase or decrease) are found lower when using ESS for both WTS and AS.  
The detailed optimal solutions are shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 for the two 
schemes, respectively. In Figure 6.4, charging and discharging rates (  
  and   
 ) for 
WTS purpose are shown in (a); net energy (an aggregate of energy used for regulation 
up and down) from ESS for AS purpose is shown in (b), where positive values 
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represent charging and negative values represent discharging; moreover, ESS reserve 
capacities for regulation up and down (  
   and   
  ) are shown in (c). Compared to 
Figure 6.3, the frequency of using ESS for WTS purpose (in Figure 6.4(a)) is 








 days. When daily fluctuation 
of LMP is relatively weak (e.g. fluctuation in days 4-7 is lower than that in days 1-3, 
as seen in Figure 6.2), the use of ESS for WTS would be preferably reduced to offer 
more reserve capacities into the AS market for a better profit. As reflected in Figure 
6.4(b) and Figure 6.4(c), ESS is frequently operated for regulation services in AS 
market. Particularly, Figure 6.4(c) shows that during some hours the reserve 
capacities are simultaneously provided for regulation up and down services (e.g. from 
hour 9 to hour 12). In this circumstance, ESS will be quickly alternating between 
charge and discharge (within reserve capacities) in response to regulation signals 
received in seconds or minutes. Figure 6.4 implies that the optimal operation policy is 
to always offer reserve capacities providing AS except for some hours with highly 




Figure 6.2 Trajectories of ESS Operation  
 




(a) Charging and Discharging Rate for Wind Energy Time-shifting 
 
(b) Net Energy Generated by ESS for Ancillary Services 
 
(c) ESS Reserve Capacities provided in Ancillary Service Market 
Figure 6.4 Solution of ESS for both WST and AS 
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To see the impact from storage size on WTS and AS, Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 
show the optimal profits under various values of energy capacity ECap and power 
capacity PCap, respectively. In both figures, one parameter is changed while the other 
one remains identical to its value in base case.  
In Figure 6.5, it is found that the energy capacity has a higher impact on the 
profit from using ESS for WTS only. This is because a larger energy capacity 
provides a longer charging/discharging duration at its rated power capacity, which can 
better support WTS application in hourly time scale, especially for longer duration 
between peak and valley values of wind or price. Figure 6.5 also shows that when 
energy capacity increases, the profit from using ESS for both WTS and AS reaches a 
saturation, since the storage power capacity, as a dominant factor for AS, is kept 
unchanged. 
Figure 6.6 shows that with AS involved, the increase of profit becomes much 
more significant with the increase of power capacity. This is because ESS power 
capacity directly determines the available quantity of reserve capacities in regulation 
market, and this quantity would then heavily affect the profitability of AS performed 
in instantaneous time scale. On the other hand, as power capacity increases, the profit 
from using ESS for WTS reaches its saturation, since ESS energy capacity, as an 




Figure 6.5 Profit versus ESS Energy Capacity 
 
Figure 6.6 Profit versus ESS Power Capacity 
6.1.4 Summary 
This section proposes an optimal strategy of operating ESS for ancillary services 
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(AS), in order to enhance the profit originally achieved from wind energy 
time-shifting (WTS) for a grid-connected wind power plant. Case studies based on 
CAISO data demonstrate that using ESS for both WTS and AS functionalities brings 
significantly higher profit than using ESS for WTS only. When considering AS, the 
optimal operation policy is to continuously offer storage reserve capacities for AS 
except for some hours with high fluctuation of LMP; during these hours, ESS is 
preferably used for WTS instead. Sensitivity analysis shows that storage energy 
capacity has a stronger impact on WTS performance than on AS, while storage power 
capacity has a stronger impact on AS performance than on WTS. This is because 
WTS, performed in hourly time scale, would require longer charge/discharge duration 
to reach better performance, and on the other hand, AS, performed in instantaneous 
time scale, would require larger power capacity reserve following the regulation 
signal to reach better performance.       
In our analysis, the optimal operation of ESS is calculated with linear 
programming approach, where information of future outcome is assumed known at 
current time step. The resultant profits can serve as a benchmark evaluating the 
maximum benefits achievable from ancillary services offered by ESS. In practice, 
future information including wind power, energy price and ancillary service price is 
usually estimated through forecasting or stochastic modeling. In the future, it might be 
interesting to investigate the applicability of look-ahead optimization technique 
(based on forecasted information) or stochastic dynamic programming (based on 
Markov stochastic model) for the aforementioned problem.           
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6.2 Operation of Energy Storage System for Renewable Utilization 
Enhancement  
6.2.1 Background 
Utilization of ESS with renewable generation can be considered from different 
perspectives. For renewable producers, the main objective is to achieve a profit 
growth [37], [40]-[43], [105], whereas for independent system operators (ISO), the 
main concern is on improving the overall system performance through providing 
functionalities such as grid spinning and non-spinning reserves, transmission support 
[35], and reliability improvement [32]. 
 Transmission support is one of the most important services that can be provided 
by bulk energy storage systems. In facilitating this service, there are several types of 
ESS applications, such as transmission upgrade deferral, reduction of transmission 
access charges and transmission congestion relief [24]. In particular, transmission 
congestion relief is considered as the most valuable application to alleviate the stress 
from large scale integration of renewable energy. Ideally, ISO would preferably 
dispatch all the available renewable sources due to their low production costs and low 
carbon emissions. However, at high penetration levels, this dispatch may no longer be 
appropriate, because a huge amount of renewable generation imposing high stress on 
transmission network would possibly lead to transmission congestion [26], [124]. In 
this circumstance, some renewable generation has to be curtailed. For example, in 
ERCOT area with rich wind resource, 16% of the excess wind power was discarded in 
year 2009 due to transmission congestion [164]. In [26], analysis indicates that the 
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curtailment of large-scale wind power can considerably reduce the total production 
cost in a congested transmission network. These effects motivate the deployment of 
ESS to control intermittent power injection and strengthen renewable dispatch ability 
[165]. The curtailed renewable power can be stored and discharged back to grids for 
later use when transmission system is less stressed. As such, a higher proportion of 
renewable energy, as carbon-free and low-cost resource, can be integrated.  
The use of ESS for renewable generation dispatch has been discussed in some 
literature. In [166], the ESS optimal sizing and operation are analyzed based on an 
optimal power flow problem with probabilistic renewable generation and 
deterministic load. Literature [167] presents some economic implications in fuel cost 
reduction by using ESS to manage wind fluctuation. Nevertheless, the deterministic 
models of wind or load [166], [167] are less accurate than probabilistic models for 
decision-making under uncertainties. Even though uncertainties are well included in 
[167], the single-bus model can not accurately characterize the power flows and 
transmission capacity constraints [167]-[169]. This model may thus underestimate the 
operating costs of an interconnected network, since the transmission congestion, as an 
essential restriction for renewable integration, is overlooked.  
In this section, we investigate an ESS application for enhancing wind generation 
dispatch ability. A stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) framework is proposed to 
formulate this problem, where system uncertainties are explicitly incorporated. The 
SDP model is constructed in a similar form as introduced in Chapter V, but with an 
additional consideration of transmission network from ISO’s perspective. By solving 
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the problem, an optimal policy for hourly operation of ESS, renewable and 
conventional generation dispatch is achieved. The SDP-based policy can be highly 
adaptive to the hour-by-hour uncertainties from wind generation and load demand. 
Results demonstrate that the optimal policy allows system operators to effectively 
increase wind utilization and reduce production cost. Furthermore, the SDP model is 
demonstrated to outperform look-ahead optimization (LO) model, which is commonly 
used as an alternative for operation problems under uncertainty.  
This section is organized as follows. Section 6.2.2 presents the problem 
description, Section 6.2.3 gives an example to demonstrate the performance of 
proposed approach, and Section 6.2.4 gives a summary. 
6.2.2 Problem Description 
The operating of ESS in a transmission network is formulated as an economic 
dispatch problem considering DC power flow. A SDP framework as presented in 
Chapter V is employed to test its applicability and effectiveness for this dispatch 
problem. The problem is stated in the following. 
Sets: 
   Set of indices of system buses 
   Set of indices of transmission lines 
  Set of indices of conventional generation units 
   Set of indices of conventional generation units with low ramp rates 
   Set of indices of conventional generation units with high ramp rates 
   Set of indices of conventional generation units at bus   
  




  Set of indices of buses with load demand 
Indices: 
  Time index 
  Terminal time index 
    Bus indices 
  Index of a conventional generation unit 
      Index of a transmission line connecting bus   to bus  ,          
Parameters: 
   Initial and final energy level of ESS (MWh) 
     Energy capacity of ESS (MWh) 
     Power capacity of ESS (MW) 
   Energy conversion efficiency of ESS charging 
   Energy conversion efficiency of ESS discharging 
  
   Cap
 Minimum capacity limit of a conventional generation unit   (MW) 
  
   Cap
 Maximum capacity limit of a conventional generation unit   (MW)  
  Susceptance matrix (siemens),        ,        
       Susceptance of a transmission line       (siemens) 
      
    Capacity of a transmission line       (MW) 
   Time interval of each decision step   
Variables: 
   Discrete random variable described by joint probability distribution of wind 
power output and load demand at time   
     Random wind power output at bus   and time  ,     
  (MW) 
     Random load demand at bus   and time  ,     
  (MW) 
   Energy level of storage at time   (MWh) 
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    Storage charging (     ) or discharging         energy in hour t (MWh)  
     Scheduled conventional generation of unit   at time   (MW) 
     Voltage angle at bus   and time   (rad) 
    
  Scheduled wind generation at bus   and time  ,     
  (MW)  
Functions: 
      Operation cost of generation unit   ($/MWh) 
        Operation cost of energy storage system ($/MWh) 
6.2.2.1 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Framework 
- Decision Stages 
The problem is defined over a daily horizon with operating decisions made hour 
by hour. Each hour is defined as a decision stage indexed by t, t=0,…,T-1, where the 
end of the horizon is denoted by T, T=24. 
- State Variables 
At each decision stage, state variables present the necessary information on 
which current decision will depend. Two state variables are defined at  : storage 
energy level   , and a random variable    described by a joint probability 
distribution of wind power output and load demand, where            
                
                 .   
- Decision Variables 
Decisions at each stage include storage charging/discharging energy    , 
scheduled conventional generation      for each unit    , voltage angle      of 
each bus     , and the scheduled wind generation     
  at each wind bus     
 . 
Let    in (6.23) denote the vector of decision variables at stage  , and a vector   in 
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(6.24) include the entire decision variables along the time horizon. 
   =                                       
     
   
    
  ,           (6.23) 
              (6.24) 
6.2.2.2 Stochastic Dynamic Programming Applied to Storage Operation   
- State Transition Function 
The exogenous state variable    is modeled by a time-inhomogeneous Markov 
model. Its state transition function at stage t is described by a probability transition 
matrix         , where     is the probability of transition from state i at time t-1 to 
state j at time t,              
           
  . 
For endogenous state variable   , a transition function is given in (6.25), where a 
negative     indicates discharged energy and a positive     indicates charged 
energy. Note that the standby loss is assumed extremely small and excluded (standby 
loss refers to energy loss occurring when storage is idle; it is usually very small and 
negligible for batteries and CAES [25], [31]), although there is no limitation to 
consider it in a general case.     
     =                           
 
  
           
          
(6.25) 
- Objective Function 
The objective, as shown in (6.26), is to minimize the expected system operation 
cost over horizon [0, T] with respect to decision  . The cost at each decision stage t 
consists of two terms: operation cost of conventional generation units, and operation 
cost of ESS. The generation cost is measured by generators’ incremental fuel cost; for 
wind production, this cost is not necessarily considered. Note that the objective value, 
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depending on scheduled conventional generation, will become lower when larger 
amount of wind energy is utilized. Using the operation cost, our emphasis is to 
illustrate wind utilization enhancement as a benefit of ESS; cost associated with other 
factors such as load shedding is thus not included, although system reliability 
improvement can be another benefit of ESS as mentioned earlier [21], [22], [32].      
min
 
           
                  
        
   
  
     
   
  (6.26) 
With SDP algorithm, problem (6.26) is transformed into (6.27), where the 
original problem is decomposed into several smaller subproblems in backward 
recursion functions. The optimum of each subproblem is denoted by a cost-to-go 
function   , which is a mapping from current state         to an optimal cost 
incurred in a subsequent period      .  
          min
  
               
                             
             
(6.27) 
Assuming that random information becomes available at time [t, t+dt], dt→0 
before the decision for stage t is made, function (6.27) is further written into (6.28), 
where             is transition probabilities of random variable. 
          
 min
  
             
                                            
             
(6.28) 
Note that the conventional generating units have ramp rate limitations restricting 
the change of their outputs from hour t to hour t+1. To consider this factor, we divide 
generation units   into two sets – a set    containing slow-ramp units such as coal, 
and the other set    containing fast-ramp units such as nuclear, oil, and hydro. In 
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hourly duration, slow-ramp unit outputs can only be changed within their ramp rate 
limits (MW/h), while fast-ramp unit outputs can be tuned rapidly to be any value 
within their capacities. The slow-ramp unit outputs are predetermined by calculating a 
deterministic dispatch problem to meet base load demand, where a minimum level of 
load demand over 24 hours is applied and ramp rate restrictions are considered. Then, 
in performing SDP computation, the slow-ramp unit outputs are fixed as their 
predetermined values, while the rest of the decisions for fast-ramp unit outputs and 
wind dispatch are made according to state        . This process will be revealed next 
in the constraints.  
- Constraints 
The problem constraints are given in (6.29)-(6.37). Constraint (6.29) represents 
power balance at each bus using DC load flow; (6.30) restricts power flow in each 
transmission line; (6.31) restricts ESS energy level within its energy capacity; (6.32) 
and (6.33) ensure the continuity of energy level over each day by imposing a constant 
parameter    for initial and final time steps; (6.34) limits charging/discharging rates 
within ESS power capacity; (6.35) sets outputs of slow-ramp generation units equal to 
their predetermined values     
  considering ramp rate requirements; (6.36) restricts 
the outputs of fast-ramp generation units within their capacity limits; (6.37) limits the 
scheduled wind generation within wind power output. For conventional generating 
units, their spinning reserve requirement is supposed to have insignificant impact on 
ESS operation and thus not considered for simplicity, although there is no conceptual 
limitation to include it in the proposed framework.  
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         ,              (6.31) 
      (6.32) 
      (6.33) 
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 ,      ,              (6.35) 
  
   Cap
        
   Cap
,      ,              (6.36) 
      
      ,      
 ,              (6.37) 
6.2.3 Case Studies 
We use a simple example to illustrate the abovementioned SDP problem. 
Analysis is performed for a three-bus system in Figure 6.7. Its parameters are given in 
Table 6.2, where unit G1 is a slow-ramp generator with ramp rate of 0.5 MW/h, and 
unit G2 is a fast-ramp generator with ramp rate of 6 MW/h. 
The hourly wind and load values modified from ERCOT data in winter of year 
2008 is applied to represent wind at Bus2 and load demand at Bus3, respectively. 
With a very high wind penetration, the system has an average wind power output of 
184.53 MW and an average load demand of 324.81 MW. The random wind and load 
at each hour are represented by three levels (scenarios), respectively. Their joint 
probabilities and transition probabilities are extracted from historical dataset. A large 
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bulk ESS is used with parameters: energy capacity ECap=700 MWh, power capacity 
PCap=80 MW, initial level E0 = 25%ECap, energy conversion efficiency ηc=ηd=85%. 
 
Figure 6.7 A Three-bus Test System 









G1 0 100 10 




Capacity (MW) Reactance X (p.u.) 
T12 50 0.1 
T13 300 0.1 
T23 300 0.1 
 
6.2.3.1 Results from Stochastic Dynamic Programming Model 
In computing the problem in SDP model, discretization is firstly performed to 
obtain N uniformly spaced values within ESS capacity limits; a cost-to-go function is 
initialized as J24=0. Next, the optimal solutions and objective values for each 
cost-to-go function Jt are computed in an order t= 3,   , …0. The expected daily 
operation cost V is thus found as                      with respect to random 








As SDP accuracy is affected by the number of discrete states, we start with a 
small number of states, and increase it until sufficient accuracy is reached. Assume 
that converged result is reached when the change of V value is small enough. 
Computation is stopped when |V(Ni+1)-V(Ni)|/V(Ni)   is satisfied, where V(Ni) and 
V(Ni+1) are values found with state size Ni and Ni+1, respectively, and a small 
threshold is set as δ=0.3%. Results of this process are shown in Table 6.3. It is seen 
that the solution quality of SDP becomes acceptable with a state size of 40. For 
comparison, the same problem is also solved without the use of ESS (we simply 
include one additional constraint fixing ESS levels of all stages identical to its initial 
level to eliminate the storage effect). In this case, the V value (×10
3
$) is found as 
130.038. This cost is higher than the one with ESS, because less of the low-cost wind 
generation is dispatched to meet load demand under limited transmission capacity. 
This effect will be illustrated next by solution comparison. 
Table 6.3 Optimal Objective Values from SDP using ESS 
Number of 
Discrete States, N 
Expected Daily Operation Cost 







Figure 6.8 shows the optimal schedule of slow-ramp generation unit G1. The 
strategy is to operate G1 at its full capacity for most of the 24 hours, since its 
operation cost is much lower than unit G2. To reflect the effect of ESS, Figure 6.9 
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shows typical sampled daily paths for wind and load; in correspondence, the power 
injected into grid from Bus2 is shown below according to the optimal solutions with 
and without ESS, respectively. During hour 2-hour 6 with very strong wind power 
output (higher than 300 MW), without ESS, the optimal operation strategy is to curtail 
some wind power due to the limited transmission capacity in line T12. As a result, the 
injected wind power is around 200 MW, where 50 MW is transmitted from Bus2 to 
Bus1 (at full capacity of line T12), and the rest is transmitted from Bus2 to Bus3. 
With ESS, the excess wind power energy can be stored in early hours, and then 
discharged back to the grid in later hours with less transmission stress. Consequently, 
as seen in Figure 6.9, more wind power is injected into the grid with the use of ESS. 
As a result, system operation cost and carbon emissions can be reduced.      
 




Figure 6.9 Scheduled Power Injection from Wind Bus with and without ESS  
6.2.3.2 Result Comparison of Proposed Model and Other Models  
To show the superiority of the proposed SDP approach, MC simulations are 
performed to compare SDP with other models – look-ahead optimization (LO) model 
and perfect information (PI) model. Each model guarantees solution optimality. As 
stated in Section 5.4.2 of Chapter V, our comparison analysis focuses only on 
evaluating the change of solution quality under different approaches incorporating 
system uncertainties, but not on optimization techniques in their abilities for finding 
optimum as global optimality is already reached in the models under comparison.  
The details of LO and PI models can be found in Section 5.4.2. Note that the 
deterministic model and heuristic rule-based model (as described in Section 5.4.2) are 
not included in this comparison, since their solutions, strictly depending on fixed wind 
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and load values, may no longer be feasible for randomly sampled wind and load 
values considering power flow requirement. 
In MC simulation, scenarios of wind and load paths are generated according to 
their stochastic characteristics. 10 independent batches of daily paths are sampled; 
each batch contains 5000 sampled daily paths. The paths are then used to find the 
operation costs from SDP, LO and PI models, respectively. The expected profit of 
each batch is estimated; a two-sided 95% confidence interval for 10 estimates from 
the 10 batches is obtained. For LO model, the prediction horizon is set as 6 hours; 
random prediction errors for wind and load are assumed to be 10% [146]. The results 
are shown in Table 6.4, where confidence intervals are denoted as “±”, and associated 
wind utilization percentages are also given. 
In Table 6.4, the tight confidence intervals indicate the sufficiency of sample size 
for reflecting the actual operation costs. Using ESS effectively reduces the operation 
cost and increases wind dispatch ability. When wind utilization is higher, operation 
cost is lower, since a higher proportion of the costly conventional generation is 
replaced with low cost wind generation. The fact that the cost in SDP model is very 
close to the converged result seen in Table 6.3 validates the effectiveness of SDP 
policy. SDP model results in slightly higher cost and lower wind utilization than PI 
model, whose current decisions are made with complete knowledge of future 
outcomes. Moreover, SDP model is shown outperform the LO model, as SDP ensures 
optimality over an entire planning horizon whereas LO merely gives optimum for 
each truncated moving prediction horizon.  
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Without ESS 129.648±0.282 84.63% 
With ESS 
SDP Model 122.219±0.309 90.47% 
LO Model 125.768±0.297 87.84% 
PI Model 120.104±0.303 90.60% 
The distribution of daily costs from each model is shown in Figure 6.10. It is 
seen that with an ESS, the cost distribution has been altered such that there is a lower 
probability of encountering high operation cost. Specifically, the distribution of SDP 
model is very close to the one of PI model; compared with LO model, SDP model 
avoids the high cost more frequently and enhances the existence of low cost.  
 
Figure 6.10 Distributions of Daily Costs in Various Models 
For further comparison, Figure 6.11 shows some typical trajectories. The wind 
and load curves in Figure 6.9 are used as sampled daily paths, and their associated 
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ESS trajectories determined by optimal solutions in various models are shown below. 
Compared with LO model, the ESS trajectory in SDP model is found closer to that 
obtained by PI model. In solution quality aspect, this observation is in agreement with 
the abovementioned findings in cost expectation and distribution.   
 
Figure 6.11 Trajectories in Various Models 
6.2.4 Summary 
 This section analyses the optimal operation of ESS in a transmission network 
for wind utilization enhancement. An optimal generation dispatch problem is 
constructed considering power flow requirements and stochastic characteristics in 
wind power and load demand. An SDP approach is proposed to formulate this 
problem and achieve an optimal operation policy. The SDP policy allows operational 
decisions to be highly adaptive to the hour-by-hour realization of wind and load that 
are fluctuating and uncertain. Its advantage has been demonstrated by simulation 
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results. Following the SDP policy, the use of ESS can effectively increase the 
utilization of wing energy and consequently reduce system operation cost. It is shown 
that the operation costs obtained from SDP model are lower than those obtained from 
look-ahead optimization model; moreover, the SDP policy can provide solution 
quality close to that achieved by perfect information model.  
It is noted that from transmission system operators’ viewpoint, system reliability 
might be another important consideration under significant wind generation. This can 
be included by adding an expected cost of load shedding (ECLS) in problem objective. 
More specifically, ECLS can be expressed as a multiplication of EENS (expected 
energy not supplied, due to generation unit outage and uncertain wind and load) and 
VOLL (value of lost load). Details can be found in [135], [170]. 
In the proposed SDP model, uncertainties in wind and load are incorporated by 
their statistical parameters (joint transition probability functions) extracted from 
historical profiles. In estimating these parameters, some noise (error) might exist such 
that solution would be affected. For example, an estimated transition probability 
might deviate from its actual value; this deviation may impact solution accuracy. 
Analyzing this impact would require modeling the random error terms associated with 
statistical inference. Moreover, in our analysis, a single ESS is used at a bus with 
wind generation. In practice, multiple wind buses might exist in complex transmission 
systems, and multiple storage systems might thus be used to improve the overall 
performance. The optimal locations and optimal operations for these multiple storage 




CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Summary and Contributions 
Integration of large-scale renewable energy sources such as wind and solar into 
existing power systems brings new challenges to system operation due to their high 
variability. Two main issues associated with renewable energy integration have been 
addressed in this thesis.  
The first issue is related to power systems reliability assessment. Latin 
Hypercube Sampling methods are proposed for power system reliability assessment 
considering renewable energy sources. An advantage of the proposed methods is that 
the correlations among system load and renewable generation are explicitly 
incorporated to guarantee high solution accuracy; another advantage is that the 
required sample size is greatly reduced to achieve significant computational speed-up. 
Besides, a new state evaluation method is proposed for composite power systems 
reliability evaluation. It considerably reduces the number of calculations for solving 
load curtailment minimization problems; as such, the computational burden originally 
involved in composite system analysis is greatly alleviated. The above-stated methods 
can serve as an efficient tool for power system planners in achieving reliability 
solutions of good-quality. 
The second issue focuses on the optimal utilization of energy storage systems 
(ESS) for mitigating renewable intermittency. An ESS application of wind energy 
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time-shifting for grid-connected wind power plants is investigated. Based on this 
application, a stochastic programming framework is proposed to determine the 
optimal ESS sizing, the solution of which provides an accurate investment planning 
under system uncertainties; a stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) framework is 
then proposed to determine an optimal strategy of ESS operation that can be highly 
adaptive to uncertainties over an entire decision horizon. Furthermore, two additional 
ESS applications - ancillary services and renewable utilization enhancement are 
analyzed. In the first application, ESS operation strategy for multiple functionalities is 
proposed for profit maximization; while in the second one, an SDP framework is 
proposed for ESS optimal operation considering uncertainties and power flow 
constraints in transmission networks. The above-mentioned analysis can help power 
producers and operators to optimally manage their generation resources.        
7.2 Conclusions 
The major findings throughout our research are interpreted in detail below. 
Chapter II proposes Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS) methods for reliability 
analysis of power systems including renewable energy sources, with an emphasis on 
the fluctuation of system load and intermittent behavior of renewable generation such 
as wind and solar. These methods are applicable for systems with correlated random 
variables – system load and renewable generation. Reliability indices including loss of 
load expectation and loss of load probability are estimated. Case studies based on 
Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) and IEEE Reliability Test System 
(IEEE RTS) are performed using single-area system model. Result comparison among 
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MC sequential sampling method, MC non-sequential sampling method, and the 
proposed LHS methods shows that the proposed methods are as accurate as the other 
methods while requiring much less CPU time. The developed methods can be 
beneficial to system planning problems that require accurate measures of reliability 
for systems containing renewable generation. 
Compared to the single-area systems in Chapter II, composite generation and 
transmission systems are of much higher complexity considering factors such as 
network structure and probabilistically modeled transmission equipment. Therefore, 
their reliability analysis becomes very challenging. To overcome this challenge, 
Chapter III proposes some improvements in computing efficiency for composite 
system reliability analysis based on sequential MC simulation. The main idea is to 
compute a threshold load level to facilitate state evaluation, which is very 
time-consuming due to optimal power flow computations. Two sampling techniques, 
namely random sampling (RS) and Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS), are applied to 
the proposed approach. Case studies are conducted for IEEE Reliability Test System 
(IEEE RTS), where reliability indices including loss of load probability, expected 
unserved energy, loss of load frequency and duration are estimated. It is shown that 
the proposed approach considerably reduces the computational requirements from 
state evaluation, and that the application of LHS can further reduce the required 
sample size and simulation time to reach convergence. The proposed approach 
provides a useful tool for transmission system planners in obtaining reliability indices 
and their distributions, especially for systems with complex operating conditions, such 
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as structural complication, as well as systematic and temporal dependencies. 
For renewable energy management, the utilization of energy storage system (ESS) 
is considered in Chapter IV and Chapter V, which focus on ESS optimal sizing and 
optimal operation, respectively. In Chapter IV, a compressed air energy storage 
(CAES) is deployed for wind energy time-shifting with an objective of maximizing 
expected daily profit for a grid-connected wind power plant. A stochastic 
programming approach is proposed to formulate this problem as a two-stage recourse 
model, where the stochastic behaviors of wind power and electricity price are 
incorporated. Formulations for both continuous sizing and discrete sizing are 
considered. In solving this problem, sample average approximation (SAA) technique 
is employed to overcome a challenge due to a huge number of scenarios. Case studies 
demonstrate that the solution obtained with SAA converges to the actual optimal 
solution with an adequate sample size. With limited transmission capacity, the profit 
per unit of wind energy will decrease when wind penetration level increases to some 
degree; to retain this profit, both transmission upgrade and enlarged storage size will 
be needed. This analysis provides guidelines for optimal investment to facilitate the 
renewable integration under system uncertainties. 
In Chapter V, the hourly operation of ESS coupled with wind generation is 
investigated. An optimal policy is proposed for ESS operation following the 
fluctuations and uncertainties in wind generation and electricity price, in order to 
enhance the daily profit from wind energy. A stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) 
framework is adopted to formulate this problem; in addition, an objective function 
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approximation (OFA) method is applied to improve the SDP computational efficiency. 
Case studies on ERCOT demonstrate that considerable profit growth can be achieved 
by ESS following the SDP policy. Computational experience shows that the proposed 
OFA method obtains solutions of acceptable accuracy with considerably less 
computing time than conventional enumeration method. The SDP model is compared 
to other models, namely deterministic (DET) model, heuristic operating rule-based 
(HO) model, look-ahead optimization (LO) model, and perfect information (PI) model. 
Results show that the profits achieved by SDP model are higher than those from DET, 
HO and LO models, and meanwhile are comparable to those from PI model. It is 
concluded that the proposed SDP approach is able to give an operation policy that is 
highly adaptive to the hour-by-hour uncertainties in wind and price. This property 
allows operators a flexibility to accurately adjust their storage levels according to the 
revealed information of uncertain events. The developed framework can be widely 
applied for real-time management of intermittent renewable sources. 
Besides the application of wind energy time-shifting in Chapters IV and V, two 
additional ESS applications – ancillary services and renewable utilization 
enhancement are investigated in Chapter VI. The operation of a battery ESS for 
multiple functions is formulated – ancillary services (AS) in instantaneous time scale 
and wind energy time shifting (WTS) in hourly time scale. As such, profit flows from 
both AS and WTS can be achieved, giving a high cost-effectiveness for ESS 
investment. Case studies on CAISO demonstrate that using ESS for both WTS and AS 
brings significantly higher profit than using ESS for WTS only. The optimal operation 
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policy is to continuously offer storage reserve capacities for AS except for some hours 
with high fluctuation of locational marginal price; during these hours, ESS is 
preferably used for WTS instead. Sensitivity analysis shows that ESS energy capacity 
has a stronger impact on WTS than AS, whereas ESS power capacity has a stronger 
impact on AS than WTS. The other application - renewable utilization enhancement is 
investigated for a transmission system with significant wind generation, whose 
integration may lead to transmission congestion. An optimal generation dispatch 
problem is analyzed including power flow and stochastic characteristics. A stochastic 
dynamic programming (SDP) approach is proposed to formulate this problem and 
achieve optimal operations, which are highly adaptive to the uncertainties arising 
from hourly wind and load. Computational results show that ESS operation following 
the SDP policy can effectively increase the utilization of wind energy and thus reduce 
system operation cost. Comparison shows that the SDP approach outperforms the 
look-ahead optimization (LO) approach, and additionally, the solution quality of SDP 
approach is particularly close to that achieved by perfect information (PI) model.  
7.3 Future Research Directions 
The accelerated state evaluation and LHS methods presented in Chapter III is 
applied to reliability analysis of composite systems with conventional generation units. 
They can be extended to systems with renewable generators. When renewable 
generators are installed at certain buses of transmission networks, the temporal 
dependencies arising from both bus loads and renewable power outputs will need to 
be accommodated. In this circumstance, the hourly load and renewable output can be 
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combined to give a net load value; as such, a net load chronology corresponding to 
each bus can be obtained and used for reliability assessment. If various correlations 
among bus loads and renewable outputs are to be incorporated, a great amount of 
statistics will be involved, and some simplifications would be considered to model 
these characteristics. 
The analysis in Chapters IV and V considers the wind power plant as a price 
taker. This is based on an assumption that the generation capacity of this wind plant is 
much smaller than the total market generation capacity such that its output power will 
not impact electricity market price. If the analysis is for a generation company owning 
several large wind plants, the impact of wind power output on market price may need 
to be considered. It might be interesting to explore the underlying ESS problems 
taking this impact into consideration. This consideration would require two main 
issues to be addressed. The first one is modeling the relationship between wind 
generation and price based on power market equilibrium; the second one is 
formulating an interaction between ESS operational decisions and market price in the 
real-time decision-making process. The developed stochastic dynamic programming 
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APPENDIX A: DATA OF IEEE RELIABILITY TEST 
SYSTEMS 
The data of IEEE RTS79 is given in Tables A.1-A.6. In Tables A.1-A.4, load data 
is given in an order of annual peak, weekly peak, daily peak and hourly peak. Table 
A.5 and Table A.6 give data for generating units and transmission lines, respectively.  
For IEEE RTS96, its generation and load data (used in Chapter II) is almost the 
same as IEEE RTS79. Compared to IEEE RTS79, a main change of IEEE RTS96 is 
that the topology is expanded from one area to three identical areas merged by 
inter-area tie lines. Therefore, IEEE RTS96 can be represented by triplication of the 
components of IEEE RTS79.  
Table A.1 Bus Annual Peak Load Data for IEEE RTS79 
Bus ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Load 
(MW) 
108 97 180 74 71 136 125 171 175 
Bus ID 10 13 14 15 16 18 19 20  
Load 
(MW) 







Table A.2 Weekly Peak Load in Percent of Annual Peak for IEEE RTS79  
Week Peak Load Week Peak Load 
1 86.2 27 75.5 
2 90.0 28 81.6 
3 87.8 29 80.1 
4 83.4 30 88.0 
5 88.0 31 72.2 
6 84.1 32 77.6 
7 83.2 33 80.0 
8 80.6 34 72.9 
9 74.0 35 72.6 
10 73.7 36 70.5 
11 71.5 37 78.0 
12 72.7 38 69.5 
13 70.4 39 72.4 
14 75.0 40 72.4 
15 72.1 41 74.3 
16 80.0 42 74.4 
17 75.4 43 80.0 
18 83.7 44 88.1 
19 87.0 45 88.5 
20 88.0 46 90.9 
21 85.6 47 94.0 
22 81.1 48 89.0 
23 90.0 49 94.2 
24 88.7 50 97.0 
25 89.6 51 100.0 







Table A.3 Daily Peak Load in Percent of Weekly Peak for IEEE RTS79  








Table A.4 Hourly Peak Load in Percent of Daily Peak for IEEE RTS79 
 Winter Weeks Summer Weeks Spring/Fall Weeks 
 1-8 & 44-52 18-30 9-17 & 31-43 
Hour Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend Weekday Weekend 
12-1am 67 78 64 74 63 75 
1-2 63 72 60 70 62 73 
2-3 60 68 58 66 60 69 
3-4 59 66 56 65 58 66 
4-5 59 64 56 64 59 65 
5-6 60 65 58 62 65 65 
6-7 74 66 64 62 72 68 
7-8 86 70 76 66 85 74 
8-9 95 80 87 81 95 83 
9-10 96 88 95 86 99 89 
10-11 96 90 99 91 100 92 
11-Noon 95 91 100 93 99 94 
Noon-1pm 95 90 99 93 93 91 
1-2 95 88 100 92 92 90 
2-3 93 87 100 91 90 90 
3-4 94 87 97 91 88 86 
4-5 99 91 96 92 90 85 
5-6 100 100 96 94 92 88 
6-7 100 99 93 95 96 92 
7-8 96 97 92 95 98 100 
8-9 91 94 92 100 96 97 
9-10 83 92 93 93 90 95 
10-11 73 87 87 88 80 90 





Table A.5 Generating Unit Data for IEEE RTS79 
Unit Index Bus ID Unit Size (MW) MTTF (h) MTTR (h) 
1 1 20 450 50 
2 1 20 450 50 
3 1 76 1960 40 
4 1 76 1960 40 
5 2 20 450 50 
6 2 20 450 50 
7 2 76 1960 40 
8 2 76 1960 40 
9 7 100 1200 50 
10 7 100 1200 50 
11 7 100 1200 50 
12 13 197 950 50 
13 13 197 950 50 
14 13 197 950 50 
15 15 12 2940 60 
16 15 12 2940 60 
17 15 12 2940 60 
18 15 12 2940 60 
19 15 12 2940 60 
20 15 155 960 40 
21 16 155 960 40 
22 18 400 1100 150 
23 21 400 1100 150 
24 22 50 1980 20 
25 22 50 1980 20 
26 22 50 1980 20 
27 22 50 1980 20 
28 22 50 1980 20 
29 22 50 1980 20 
30 23 155 960 40 
31 23 155 960 40 


















(h) R (p.u.) X (p.u.) B (p.u.) 
1 1 2 0.0026 0.0139 0.4611 175 0.24 16 
2 1 3 0.0546 0.2112 0.0572 175 0.51 10 
3 1 5 0.0218 0.0845 0.0229 175 0.33 10 
4 2 4 0.0328 0.1267 0.0343 175 0.39 10 
5 2 6 0.0497 0.1920 0.0520 175 0.48 10 
6 3 9 0.0308 0.1190 0.0322 175 0.38 10 
7 3 24 0.0023 0.0839 0 400 0.02 768 
8 4 9 0.0268 0.1037 0.0281 175 0.36 10 
9 5 10 0.0228 0.0883 0.0239 175 0.34 10 
10 6 10 0.0139 0.0605 2.4590 175 0.33 35 
11 7 8 0.0159 0.0614 0.0166 175 0.30 10 
12 8 9 0.0427 0.1651 0.0447 175 0.44 10 
13 8 10 0.0427 0.1651 0.0447 175 0.44 10 
14 9 11 0.0023 0.0839 0 400 0.02 768 
15 9 12 0.0023 0.0839 0 400 0.02 768 
16 10 11 0.0023 0.0839 0 400 0.02 768 
17 10 12 0.0023 0.0839 0 400 0.02 768 
18 11 13 0.0061 0.0476 0.0999 500 0.40 11 
19 11 14 0.0054 0.0418 0.0879 500 0.39 11 
20 12 13 0.0061 0.0476 0.0999 500 0.40 11 
21 12 23 0.0124 0.0966 0.2030 500 0.52 11 
22 13 23 0.0111 0.0865 0.1818 500 0.49 11 
23 14 16 0.0050 0.0389 0.0818 500 0.38 11 
24 15 16 0.0022 0.0173 0.0364 500 0.33 11 
25 15 21 0.0063 0.0490 0.1030 500 0.41 11 
26 15 21 0.0063 0.0490 0.1030 500 0.41 11 
27 15 24 0.0067 0.0519 0.1091 500 0.41 11 
28 16 17 0.0033 0.0259 0.0545 500 0.35 11 
29 16 19 0.0030 0.0231 0.0485 500 0.34 11 
30 17 18 0.0018 0.0144 0.0303 500 0.32 11 
31 17 22 0.0135 0.1053 0.2212 500 0.54 11 
32 18 21 0.0033 0.0253 0.0545 500 0.35 11 
33 18 21 0.0033 0.0253 0.0545 500 0.35 11 
34 19 20 0.0051 0.0396 0.0833 500 0.38 11 
35 19 20 0.0051 0.0396 0.0833 500 0.38 11 
36 20 23 0.0028 0.0216 0.0455 500 0.34 11 
37 20 23 0.0028 0.0216 0.0455 500 0.34 11 




APPENDIX B: SOLUTIONS OF HOUR-BY-HOUR 
OPTIMAL OPERATION OF ENERGY STORAGE 
SYSTEM 
Optimal solutions obtained from stochastic dynamic programming model for 
winter days are summarized in Table B.1. Due to limited space, symbols are used to 
represent the decisions: “+” denotes “charge”, “0” denotes “idle”, “-” denotes 
“discharge”, and “d” denotes “discard power”. Corresponding to a certain hour (in 
each row) and wind/price level (in each column), optimal operation is dependent on 
ESS energy level “l” in comparison to some threshold conditions given in brackets. 
As stated in Chapter V, symbols “L”, “ ”, “H” denote low, medium and high levels, 
respectively; the term “N. A.” denotes a nonexistent scenario; “l” denotes ESS energy 
level in percent of its total energy capacity. 
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Table B.1 Solutions of Hour-by-hour Optimal Operation of Energy Storage System 
Wind 
Level L L L M M M H H H 
Price 
Level 
L M H L M H L M H 
Hr 0 + + - + + - + + - 
Hr 1 N. A. + - + + - + + - 
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Table B.1 - Continued from previous page 
Wind 
Level 
L L L M M M H H H 
Price 
Level L M H L M H L M H 
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Table B.1 - Continued from previous page 
Wind 
Level 
L L L M M M H H H 
Price 
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